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Shipping is by its nature an international business:
required

inter-relationships constitute the basis of the

shipping industry's success. This is also
the

Thie

historical

international

point

of

contacts

view.

among

verified

from

Most of the very early

nations

have

been

made

possible by sea transportation.
As for Togo, maritime interests are not only historic but
also economic.

For

countries

growth and development of their economies

the

most

of

the

traditional

maritime

is due to their utilization of the oceans'resources, com
merce and the rewarding shipping activities. However the
se economic activities are not
lenges.

Difficulties

safety and economic
related

to

the

in

performed

sea-commerce

aspects.Safety

without

chal

practice include

matters

are

mainly

risk to human life and to that of ocean

living resources when pollution of the sea from ships
considered.

This pollution often results in the destruc

tion or at least the reduction of the quality
ocean resources.

of

the

welfare

of

the coastal community.

necessarily impossible to overcome
lems.

That

living

In this connect ion,the safety of naviga

tion is a very important factor.Furthermore, safety
cerns

is

alone

can

be

the

con

It is not

aforesaid

prob

a topic for a thesis, and is

generally refered to as "Maritime Challenges".

Moreover,the last four de ca desh av e shown
interest

an

increasing

in the oceans.However the example of some mari

time developed countries such as Norway.Great-Britain and
West Germany,

illustrate that maritime commerce and mari

ne related activities are of great
Therefore,

economic

importance.

it is of great interest for new maritime coun

tries to undertake and develop appropriate maritime poli-

1

cies for an overall
regional

maritime

development

on

and international levels. To render better ser

vice,all maritime infrastructures including
fety)

national,

administration

must

follow

maritime(sa-

certain

regulations

which should be guided by a flexible policy.From my point
of view this
research

topic

topic

development.

appears

important

and

is

a

good

that may contribute to maritime sciences

It is also important to underline within the

following introduction to my paper,the scope of my

study

under the chosen title.

However,before that, it may be useful to comply with
popular

quotation,

"If you wish to discuss anything with

me, you must first define your terms".
terms

the

I will define

the

I will use. The reference word we are more intere

sted in,is "maritime". Maritime is refered to in its full
sense.In its restricted meaning some people confuse

"ma

ritime" and "shipping" which relates only to the business
of transporting freight by ships or to the tonnage
certain number of ships or ships collectively.
in my thesis means more than "shipping".

of

a

"Maritime"

Therefore,

the

maritime law mentioned in the following developments inc
ludes not only shipping law or marine law, but both rele
vant aspects of the regulations.

In this paper it is con

sidered that policy is a plan of action adopted or to
adopted

in

order

to

be

fulfil a long term objective as a

whole.
The importance of any policy depends on the importance of
the matters it is related to and also to the
develops

be followed in reaching the

the identification of
could

be

that

it. However the policy we are refering to here,

should serve as guideline for the regulations
to

organ

those

and

rules

target.The objective

maritime

activities

is

which

part of Togo's long-term economic development.

2

Having, mentioned some of the considerations of the
vant

subject,

it

is

now

convenient

topic.

(1) N o r w a y is one of them.

3

rele

to introduce the

INTRODUCTION

The national maritime infrastructure as a whole needs
be

efficient.

to

Unfortunately many developing nations are

still a long way from reaching this important objective.

Therefore the question is

to

organizing

maritime

question

the

nation's

raises

important

many

find

others.

ways

and

means

in

infrastructure. This

Among

them,the

most

are probably related to the technical develop

ments within the maritime industry.
facilities

for

national

The

most

rewarding

shipping development should be

provided in such a manner that they could adapt not

only

to new techniques but also to a certain extent to antici
pated

developments.

problem

This

remains

the

most

for less d e v e l o p e d countries. With a comparati

vely low technical development, we suffer
cient

important

industrial

capacity

and

from

insuffi

consequently we are not

able to compete effectively in the open market.
In

this

context,

Developent."

the

"Prerequisites
title

of

for

Togo

Maritime

my thesis should be clearly

understood.This title could be stated in many other
but

the

wording chosen is designed to avoid

terpretation of this Study.

Indeed a lot of

ways

any misin
effort

have

been made in setting up the Togolese Maritime Infrastruc
ture.The
intends

Author
here

to

highly

contribute

Country's Maritime Sector
sites

for

in

these

efforts

and

the improvement of the

.Thus in this Paper

"Prerequi

Togo Maritime Development" may just stand for

"Maritime Administration
tructuring

appreciate

and

in Togo: A

integration".This

proposal

for

res

contributive Study to

the future Maritime Development takes into

consideration

the past and the present situation of this Sector.
For such an academic work.it may

4

be

reasonable

to

put

some constructive criticism in the title

itself.But here

the title appears to be self- explanatory.In

Togo,as

in

any other emerging maritime nation,there is still quite a
lot to be done in developing
all

a

maritime

industry.Among

the relevant tasks to be carried out.priorities have

to be set and steps
Furthermore,
the world

and

industries,such

oceans

as

resources,

sea

in

transpota

new standards, some

aspects of the existing Togolese maritime
need,

Infrastructure

order to be profitable in the long run,certain

readaptations.Therefore among all the factors
the

most

concerned,

urgent need is probably for an appropriate up

dated Maritime Legislation. The relevant Acts
based

goals.-

taking into account the recent revoluton in

maritime

tion,oceans

followed so as to reach the

on

the

should

be

targets to be reached.which are carefully

defined in what we call maritime policies.

My thesis as stated above, is concerned with
quisites

for

the

development

of

a

infrastructure.In this context I would
some

constructive

the

prere

Togolese Maritime
like

to

include

proposals for the policy and necessay

guide-lines for the appropriate legislation,as a way to a
long-term profitable shipping and economical Ocean
gement.

In

other

Mana

words, my main purpose by undertaking

such research,is to contribute to the country's

Maritime

policy and Legislative plans for shipping and Marine Eco
nomic Development. Accordingly I will not
it

is

necessary,either

maritime

discuss.unless

regulations and stan

dards,or technical matters relating to marine affairs
detai1 .Furthermore,the
basic Togolese

maritime

study

intends

problems

to

in

deal with the

including

all

those

faced by the less developed countries.As a basic prelimi
nary work for future investigations pertaining to Togole
se maritime development,the present work could

5

be

quite

useful

.Therefore, special

emphasis

is

placed

on

the

effective maritime development, having regard to the con
siderable progress of research in the
For

this

Maritime

field

purpose,consideration has been obviously given

to the positive impact of appropriate progress on

natio

nal economy on the one hand, and on the other,a close eye
is kept on shipping and ocean managment.
My treatment, of the subject
divided

into

six

real need for an
from

an

sustain

updated

and

composed

chapters.Firstly,

appropriate

practical

is

maritime

maritime

relevant

of

two

I will explain the

legislation

policy,as

maritime

derived

a basis for a

administration,to

the required maritime infrastructure'^. And in the

second part which is somewhat more developed
the

parts

because

of

need for more explanations,! will cover the question

of the establishment of a convenient maritime infrastruc
ture based on the

development

of

maritime

legislation

built with regard to both local and international mariti
me standards. Consequently,it was not found necessary

to

reserve a special part for the problems relevant to Togo
lese maritime affairs.lt is obvious that if my

reasearch

aims to contribute to something related to maritime deve
lopment in Togo,it will deal with a variety
challenges.

These

difficulties

subsidiary conclusions of
tions .Moreover

both

may
parts

of

maritime

appear through the
of

my

delibera

they can easily be considered through the

statement of the present maritime situation in the
part

and

the

suggestions

on

first

what it should b e ,in the

second .

(l)This P a p e r is the
the

overall

first

a p p roach

of

6

to

be

concerned

by

m a r i n e a f f a i r s in Togo.

O I S T E

TOGO

AS

A

MARITIME

STATE

If the main target within this Study is to make a certain
contribution
Togo,the

to

a

conclusions

rewarding

maritime

development

of this paper must to include sug

gestions and proposals for a better established
Maritime

in

National

Administration.To do so.it is important to make

a clear statement of the present maritime

situation.That

is the "raison d'etre" of the first part of my thesis.
Part one may be entitled "Togo Republic is also
time

Country";Therefore

the,

first

is presented as an examination of

the

part

a

mari

of this paper

extent

to

which

Togo may be considered as a maritime Country. Saying so,the Author principally refers to the maritime
that

are

being

carried

o u t ,through

activities

the guidance of a

relevant policy and this includes descriptions and analy
ses of the
before

hand

Togolese

maritime

industry.But

it

appears

that such a classification derives directly

from the Country's geographical and socio-economic featu
res .

8
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Togos' maritime interests can be seen

through

the

main

characteristics of the country. Therefore Togo geographi
cal and socio-economic features need to be
ted.

Consequently,

clearly

sta

instead of being part of the intro

duction where they are traditionally

found,

these

main

aspects should reasonably come in the first chapter.
1 - 1

G e? C3 Q jr S L i o l n y

The Togolese Republic lies in West Africa.*
forms

The

a strip stretching 579 kilometers(360 miles) north

from a coastline of about 50 kilometers on
Guinea

and

measures

only

160

the

east

and

Burkina-Faso

boundry length of

1,673

to

km(1,039

coast.

of

Benin

to

the north with a total
miles).The

total area is 56,600 square kilometers.
LOME is situated on the

Gulf

kilometersC100 miles)in

width. Togo is bordered by Ghana to the west,
the

country

Togo

country's

The capital city
is

a

country

of

hi 1Is,plains,lakes and rivers. The climate is mainly tro
pical and humid.The average maximum and minimum
tures

are

30®'

C and 23“ C respectively in LOME, on the

south coast, and 35® C and 15® C at Mango in
Togo

is

one

the

north.

of the most densely populated countries in

the tropical Africa.The
estimated

tempera

total

population

in

1985

was

at 3,500,000 inhabitants. Togo's population is

*See the map of TOGO on the subsequent page.

9

mosaic of at
groups

least

consist

of

18

tribal

groups.The

main

ethnic

Ewe and Kabye.A1though French is the

official language,public schools combine French with

Ewe

and Kaby6. About seventy percent of the population adhere
to traditional religious beliefs; The remainder are main
ly Christians with a dominance of Roman

Catholics,and

a

small percentage of Muslems.
A brief history of

the Country serves as a useful intro

duction to Togo's present economical position.

I - 2

HExstoricaLJ.

jr e -v x e w

The present Republic of Togo is the eastern section
of the former German protectorate of Togoland.which beca
me a league of Nations'mandate after the
was divided into separate zones
French

administration.After

under
World

World War I and
the

War

British

and

11,France

and

Britain continued to administer the eastern
sections

and

western

as United Nat ions'trust territories.Following a

UN-supervised plebiscite,western(British)Togoland
part

of

the new state of Ghana on the later's accession

to independence
became

became

a

in

1957.Eastern

French-sponsored

(French)Togoland.which

autonomous Republic in 1956,

achieved complete independence in agreement

with

France

Following approval in a referendum on 30 December

1979,a

and the United Nations on April 27,1960.

new Constitution came into force in January 1980,when the
third Togolese
an

Republic was proclaimed.lt

for

executive President directly elected for a seven-year

term,and for a
year-term.

National

Togo,in

the

members

Assembly

short

non-alignment.The nation
with

provides

of

practices

enjoys
the

elected

world

the

friendly

a

policy

five
of

relationsship

community.Togo worked

closely with Nigeria in West Africa for the

11

for

creation

of

the Economic Community of West African states(ECOWAS);the
country

is

a

member

1 'Entente".Togo

is

of

also

the

francophone"Consei1

de

a member of CEAO (West African

States Community) defense accord.
The

country

tions

and

participates in many
Institutions

namely

different
the

organisa

OAU.the

Common

Market,and is a member state of the United Nations and of
most of the UN agencies namely
UNESCO,IMF,U P U ,W H O ,ITU,UNCTAD,G A T T ,ILO,

IMO,UNEP,UN D P ,-

FAO.CECAF etc.
On the national level, the Government's focus is
constant

on

the

economic development by means of joint efforts,

competence and commitment of the

country's

citizens.The

Assembly of Togolese People, RPT, was created in 1969,and
in 1976 its political Bureau was set
ment.

above

the

Govern

"The policy of RPT is centered mainly on the tasks

of economic development,political education,and the crea
tion of a sense of national unity through the

deemphasis

of local and ethnic issues".(1)

1 - 3
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From 1965 to today,the per capita Gross

National Product

(GNP)increased from JlOO to over $460 (2). Agriculture is
the mainstay of the national economy,engaging
of

about

the working population,and providing about 40% of the

Country's Gross Domestic Product(GDP), while only 11%
the

70%

land

is

of

still cultivated(3). Agricultural develop

ment ,ref erred to as the "Green Revolution",

remains

the

primary goal.

Almost one-quarter of all development
farming

sector.Farming

matters

12

funds

go

to

the

are the only ones among

all sectors of development,to be carefully ruled

by

two

different ministries created for that purpose. Agricultu
ral programs include the expansion of lands under
vation,

land reform designed to help more people to take

up farming, and the introduction of new farm
The

culti

technology.

Togolese major food crops are casava, yams,maize and

millet,with vegetables and varieties of fruits.

Cash crops include coffee and
nuts,copra,

castor

beans

cocoa,palm

and

kernels,ground

capoc.Coffee

and

cocoa

account for 85% of all agricultural exports and more than
one third of foreign earnings.aSee annex IA(4>.

The growing cattle and livestock industry are
to

increasing

meet domestic demands. Aside from trade and artisans,

the most significant non -agricultural economic activitiy
is mining. Togo was the world's fourth largest
exporter

in

1979(5>.Graphic

1

on

phosphate

the subsequent page

illustrates it.Added to this, marble of high

quality

is

mined at Gnaoulou.

The manufacturing sector comprises mainly the
of

agricultural

produce

processing

and the production of consumer

goods. The code of investment of the country is
to encourage foreign investments for

national

by

Facing

international market crisis,mainly the sharp

drop of prices
efforts

to

on

raw

various

as

development
the

offering

such

incentive

materials,the

schemes.

Government

makes

ensure long -term prosperity to all economic

sectors including upgrading the industrial

infrastructu-

r e ,transport,social services and educational facilities.In this connection officials continuously seek
and

means

new

ways

to further enhance the national economy.Among

these new means, the dynamization of the maritime
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sector

TOGO - EXPORTATION OF PHOSPHATES
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which is of some economic interest.
1-4

M
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If being a coastal state may be considered

an eco

nomic advantage,such a geographical position may
itself mean that "all
of the fair management
sea-related

by

cards being held are winners". The

real profit gained by Togo
the

not

being open to the sea results

of the sea,the

sea-resources,and

wealth within the legal boundaries.That

is surely of significant importance for,with a very

nar

row coast(6>,Togo is a geographically disadvantaged mari
time state.
Furthermore the
changing,and

Law

Of

the

Sea

(LOS)

is

with the Third United Nations Conference on

the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS III), called the
Convention

constantly

and

referred

to

Montego

as "The New Law of The Sea

Convention",number of emerging maritime states
Togo

Bay

including

are given rights to more important marine resources

within legally extended ocean space.

The Convention allows the establishment of a
sea

of

up

baselines,a
baselines

to

12

miles

contiguous

in

zone

territorial

breadth,seawards from the
of

24

miles

and an Exclusive Economical Zone

from

the

200 miles in

breadth from the same baselines.The Continental shelf may
also be extended to 200 miles and in some clearly defined
circumstances beyond that limit(7).

Togo, already in 1971,while the UNCLOSIII was being

dis

cussed ,claimed a 30 nautical mile territorial waters Zone
and in 1977 the Togo fisheries zone and continental shelf
were extended,according to the expected UNCLOS III, up to

15

200 nautical miles each.
Therefore,when properly planned and

executed,investments

for maritime development may be of great interest.both on
the national and international levels.
On the national
newly

level,the

extended

sea

direct

boundaries

consequences

of

the

should

be

the

also

extension of the country's ocean management.Introducing a
topic about "Ocean
"Managing

Resources",the

editor

of

the

book

The Ocean"declared:"In the beginning,there was

trade and fishing..."This sentence reveals

that

mankind

has for a long time explored and used the ocean
environment as a source of food and means
trade,and
include

occasionally

war.

of

transport,

Maritime interests in Togo

these earlier ocean uses.Not only is there

more

space for the reinforcement and development of traditonal
activities such as fisheries,

port

and

sea

transport,

including the exploitation of beaches for tourism,but new
maritime commercial activities
long

-term

economical

can

be

undertaken

for

prof its.The Sea,sea-bed and even

the space over the sea are important economic resources.
Saying so I take into consideration,the derived
activities of the inter-related
activities also depend

maritime

on the complementary

infrastructures, domestic transport
The

National

industry.These

and

communications.

consumers of new sea products could not be

reached without roads,raiIways

and

air

transport

ser

vices.The advantages are that all these transport systems
are very well provided for.

There are 525 kms of
inland

railways

including

lines

running

from Lome and a costal line which joins the Benin

Republic system.A rail link

from

16

the

cement

plant

at

Tabligbo to the port of Lome
7,650

kms

of

roads,of

measures

which

international
are

certain

are

the

Country

disposes

airports with regular servicesjone in

Lome on the coast and one in
Airports

km.There

about 3000kms are paved.

Apart from the regional airports,
two

80

Niamtougou

in

the

North.

not the only profitable infrastructure

interest

to

the

togolese

maritime

of

industry

on the international level.

The major deep sea Port of LOME

and

the

new

phosphate

port in Kpeme are also included. Moreover,the north-south
entierely asphalted road links Lome port with
countries

landlocked

such as Burkina-Faso.Niger and Mali. The deve

lopment of maritime activities, as mentioned earlier, can
be an economical investment for Togo,for it provides
possibility

of

satisfying

more

than

local

needs and

increases the country's participation in the world
ping

market

country's

the

ship

by extending the national market beyond the

borders.Maritime

interests

are

here

seen

through the capability of developing traditional maritime
activities such as po rt ,fisheries and shipping,the extention of maritime activities to potential industries
as

the

management

resources and also
various

of

oceanic

through

living

the

such

and non -living

necessary

links

among

developmental activities.Thus the foundations to

enhance other economic sectors

of

the

country

through

these aspects will be laid.

Maritime interests can be prospected with the
possibilities the Country has to increase its
the

international

market

through cooperation on
levels.

in

the

shares

in

general. This can be done

regional

and

international

As a matter of fact no profit can be gained from

the various potential maritime interests
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without

facing

and overcoming the challenges.Therefore goals
defined

should

and proper plans adopted.Obviously the next step

is to make a statement of what has been done so that
can

be

better

detect

the remaining

successfully.
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one

work to be undertaken
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Sea-trade has been and still is an important
the

factor

in

economic growth of the traditional maritime powers.

The newly emerged nations see in maritime
prerequisite
dence .Maritime
requires
vices.

the

for

activities

a

their political and economic indepen

industry,to

be

availability

of

In Togo it has been

effected

efficiently

a great variety of ser

undertaken

to

provide

the

Country with the necessary organization and facilities,both at national and international

levels,in

order

to

develop the shipping industry and other maritime related
activities. Shipping and port
only

activities

are

not

the

components of the Togolese maritime industry.Nowa

days,a certain amount of ocean resources

management

as

well as some other maritime related activities are being
carried out. The present role of the Maritime Directora
te and the aspects of maritime labour and training
under this chapter.

fall

MAP 2
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Slnxpjpjling

Nowadays it

is

±i-xcixjcst:.r"y-

commonly

accepted

that

shipping

and

sea-transport in general play an important economic role
for any country,whatever the

stage

of

its

industrial

development,the nature of its policies,or its
socio-economic development.
In Togo,apart from
sector

of

farming,

recognized

as

a

special

development,effort is being made to broaden,

diversify and

stimulate

the

rate

of

growth

of

the

national economy,through Industrialization,and
consequently,to raise the welfare of the
population.Priority has been
development

given,in

the

process

,to some economic sectors by the

Government;among them

that of maritime

transpotation(1) .The Country's shipping industry
des

today:

of

-The

Togolese

national

inclu

shipping company,

SOTONAM.
-Private shipping companies,
-And the most recently
the

created

institution,

Togolese National Shippers'Counci1

"CNCT".
2.1.1"La Soci6t6 Togolaise

De

Navigation

Maritime".

(SOTONAM)

The Togolese National Shipping

Company,called

"Societe

Togolaise De Navigation Maritime",in short" SOTONAM" was
created by decree on January 29,1979. At the
SOTONAM

beginning,

employed the personnel dismissed from the for

mer "Societe Maritime Atlantique du

Togo

"(SOMAT)which

was closed down when SOTONAM was estab1ished.SOMAT was a
semi-private shipping company created in 1974 as a prac
tical means to test the feasibility of
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establishing

a

national shipping company in Togo. The amount
stered

capital

of

regi

of SOTONAM is 25 million Fcfa.The share

holders of this

capital

are

all

mixed

joint

action

societies.They are semi-private and half state
ownedjeach of them is to a certain
maritime

activities.

The

extent

involved

in

Company owns two combination

carriers loading containers and conventional cargoes.The
two vessels,M/S HODO and M/S PIC D'AGOU were built
West

from

Germany.The specifications of each are: -11500 DWT

each,with a capacity of - 450 TEU,and - 100

tons

hand

ling capacity of the onboard cranes.
The

company's

departments

administation

employing

a

includes

only

six

main

minimum of 125 personnel both

offshore and sea-going.These departments are as follows:
-Finance
-Commerce
-Accountance
-Personnel and Training
-Fleet,and
-Administration.

Decisions are taken in group meetings
the

representatives

including

either

of each department,or the heads of

these departments.Above the general assembly grouping of
all the departments,is the director general of the
pany.The

highest

decision-making

governors.The board refered
council,has

to

Com

body is the board of

as

the

administrative

as its members.apart from the share holders

of SOTONAM,the Ministries of Transport and Commerce,

the

State owned

the

Ministry

of

Eiiterprises .Economy

and

Finance

and

Planning.The activities of the company are

being steadily extended.One of the most important
nistrative

duties

is

admi

staff training as SOTONAM still
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needs highly trained personnel.The organizational struc
ture is made adjustable to the size or to any new market
policy when needed.

In order to coordinate and achieve
the

Company's

institutions

targets,SOTONAM

more

or

less

the

performance

liaises

involved

with
in

of

other

maritime

activities.The main bodies are:
-The Autonomous Port of Lome
-The National Maritime Directorate
-The Togolese Association of Ship's
Agencies(2 >
-TheTogolese

National

Shippers'

Council.

As the only national shipping company,SOTONAM shares the
international shipping market by exploiting two lines of
which the
The

company

COWAC<the

The MEWAC(the
The

member

is

a

full

Continent

West

Mediterranean
lines

of

member.These

the

Africa

West
COWAC

are

are:

Conference)and

Africa
now

Conference).
consist

of 25

companies from 18 States listed bellow:
Cameroun, Benin, Belgium, Zaire,
France, Senegal, West-Germany, Great Britain, Norway,the
Netherlands,
Denmark,

Nigeria,

Cote

D'Ivoire,

Togo,

Gabon,

Poland, Sweden, Ghana and two other States(3).

Hamburg and Paris are the respective headquarters of the
North and South COWAC.THey cover Stockholm, Antwerp

and

Hamburg.The two liners of SOTONAM are plying monthly the
ports of Hamburg and Bremen, Rotterdam and
Amsterdam,Antwerp,Dunkerque,Le Havre,Rouen and Bordeaux.
The

MEWAC

conference

covers

Mediterranean,Italy,southern
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geogaphically

Greece

and

Europe

France.

De

Keyser Thornton
M.Sloman

(DKT)

Junior

in

in

France

West

and

in

Belgium,Rob

Germany and OCL, are SOTONAM

ships'agencies.As for technical and commercial
strategies,the Company keeps close contact with the West
German Shipping Line,The
private

bilateral

Deutsh

contract

Africa

with

Linen

OTAL

(DAL).A

shipping lines

allows the Company to exploit UKWAL

lines

Since

are engaged on only

the

Company's

two

COWAC lines,the 40% of
carried

by

vessels

traffic on the

in

MEWAC

the
lines

is

SIV0MAR(4) Shipping Line under a fixed term

contract against an agreed rate of commision.Some
can

UK.

shipping

companies

cooperate

with

Afri

SOTONAM

in

exchanging, when necessary, contracts of space
affreightment.They include COBENAM in the
lic, CAMSHIP

Repub

in Cameroun and SITRAM in the Cote D' Ivoi-

re. Mali,Niger and Burkina-Faso's foreign
port

Benin
trade

trans

through the national port is more and more carried

by the national shipping company,SOTONAM.
Safety regulations on board the
more

Company's

vessels

or less applied by the Company's ship masters (5),

closely assisted by the national ship officers and
members.
Apart from the need for highly trained personnel,one
the

major

problems

help

the

company

which is tough enough to
a

profitable

running

not

in competing in the market

enter. The difficult

question

ship operation becomes more and more

difficult as it has to be balanced
higher

of

number of

ships to cover the given lines. This situation does
properly

crew

of the company appears through the

actual structure of the fleet,an insufficient

of

are

costs

by

the

higher

and

of ships. Nevertheless, nowadays

more and more private shipping

companies

interested in national market conditions.
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are

becoming

2.1.2- Private shipping companies in Togo

Two private shipping

companies

have

been

established

only recently.They are:
-the shipping company "SAFT".Societe Togolaise d'Afretement Maritime and
-the OTAL shipping company.
SAFT operates in Togo under a contract of
between

affreightment

the Togolese operatorCS) and the Deutshe Afrika

Linen (DAL) of West Germany.About seven chartered
of

approximately

11000 to 17000 TDW are being operated

by SAFT. The company shares the Northern
and

the

Far

ships

Europe

market

East region.Some officers and most of the

crew members on board the Company's vessels are

Togole

se .
KITAMPO ships from OTAL lines,

share

shipping

has close relations with

the

market.This

National

Company

Shipping

.contrary

to

SOTONAM cargo sharing

Company

Company.lt
the

first

strategy

and

in

the

appears
one,
is

Togolese

that

the

contributes to
not

yet

well

established in the Country.
On the one hand the above mentioned

companies

seem

to

constitute a challenge to SOTONAM at the national level,
when a cargo dispute is considered.On the

other,

these

new shipping companies help to solve the maritime labour
unemployment problems. The present shipping industry can
not be reviewed without mentioning
shippers' council role.
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about

the

national

2.1.3- The "Conseil

National

Des

Chargeurs

Du

Togo

(CNCT)

The

Togolese

National

Shippers'

Counci 1(CNCT)

was

established in 1980(7)and became operational in 1981.The
main duties of the CNCT are:
- to promote the national fleet;
- to safeguard
to

act

the

national

shippers'

interests

and

consequently as the speaker on the behalf of

the shippers it represents vis a vis the conferences.
order to reach these objectives the CNCT is

given

In

cer

tain responsabi1ities.

2.1.3.1 CNCT and SOTONAM Promotion.

This seems

to

establishing

be

the

national

principal
shipping

objective.
is

UNCTAD.The Liner Code of Conduct is

also
one

a

of

Help

in

wish

of

the

tools

to

apply

UNCTAD adopted for this purpose.

According to the UNCTAD, shippers' councils in
developing countries should help the
the

code's

provisions

latters

to their advantage.The emerging

maritime countries should be given a chance to establish
and expand their fleets in order to

better

participate

in the international shipping market.By the Ordinance No
44-77 of October 10,1977, Togo ratified the UN

Code

of

Conduct for Liner Conferences.The signing by the Country
of the instrument goes back
Togo

includes

to

June

25,1975.Therefore

as part of the national maritime traffic

regulations, the formula of the "40/40/20" suggested

by

the Code.(8).The shippers's council has to see that both
import and export cargo share is applied the
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"40/40/20"

formula for the interest of the
infant

industry,

lawful

protection

foreign

the

lines.In

national

National

against
this

lines.As

an

Shipping Company seeks

competition

from

mature

connexion the implementation of

the Liner Code through the national traffic regulations,
articles 3 and 4 gives
following

rights:

the National Shipping Lines

-selling part of their

cargo to the

other conference members in case they cannot
carrying

extra

the

cargo

carry
beyond

it,
that

given by the conference.
To do so the interested shipping company

should

obtain

the agreement of the National Shippers Counsil.
2.1.3.2 CNCT and the Shippers interests.

It is said in article 6 of the Ordinance that
is

constituted

as

defender

of

the

the

rights

bodies, the national shippers on the one

side

CNCT

of both
and

the

national shipowners on the other.CNCT is the only legal
ly authorised body able to discuss freight
rate stability matters on

behalf of its

and

freight

members.Moreo

ver , the CNCT is also the executive institute in
of

charge

seeing that all agreements between shippers and shi

powners through conferences and companies,are
respected.A limited but important power is given to

the

CNCT as a tool to fulfill tasks it is given.

2.1.3.3 The work of
Council.

the

Togolese

Shippers

(CNCT)

The objectives to be attained can be
institute's

National

seen

through

the

organisation, the duties stated and also by

the specific work tools the CNCT is given.The CNCT

inc

ludes all institutions or companies involved in commerce
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and international traneportation,the heads of the Natio
nal Chamber of Commerce and the National
pany, the

Shipping

Com

autonomous Port of LOME Customs and the Natio

nal Railways.The CNCT is under the direct administrative
authority of the Minister of Commerce and Transport.CNCT
comprises the president who is necessarily the
the

head

of

National Maritime Directorate.The secretary general

should be the Maritime Administration Officer within the
Maritime Directorate.Decisions

regarding

interests

of

the Council members are taken by the General Assembly of
the Council. All importers and exporters of goods by sea
are, by law necessarily members
they

must

of

the

fulfill the requirement to obtain

fixed amount of money, their membership
is

CNCT.THerefore

compulsory

for

import-

against a

card.This

card

export goods clearance .In

addition the customs are not allowed to accept any cargo
traffic unless the the person

concerned

shows

a

visa

obtained from the CNCT authorities.The system is to per
mit the CNCT to control the effective application of the
cargo sharing formula.Members are not
get

their

only

obliged

membership card but they must keep it valid.

Respect of the regulations is also assured by the
tions

provided

against

tort

shippers

of

entrance

or

refu

delay of the guilty party to the

national port.In the event
goods,the

sanc

or shipowners.

Infraction on the import of goods can lead to the
sal

to

of fraud on

the

export

of

CNCT is empowered to pronounce the suspension

of the concerned member or to withdraw

the

membership-

card.When infraction is committed on both sides the dec
lared guilty agent is fined

25% of the cargo

illegally

transported.Depending on individual cases, the President
of the Council can sue the delinquent before the court.
Apart from the cost of the membership card which amounts
today to the equivalent of 16FF(9),the CNCT
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retains

5%

of each exported cargo as the counter part of the rende
red service.As for the imported goods all ship
have

agencies

to deliver in due course to the CNCT the necessary

ship documents

to enable

control to take place.

regional context the CNCT is a
Shippers'

Councils

member

Union.Through

of

the

seminars

policies

aiming

African

and

kinds of meetings member States are trying to
their

In the
other

harmonize

at better solutions to problems

relevant to the duties they are assigned. Shipping
stitutes

con

an important sector in the maritime branch,but

port industry is another significant area .
2 . 2 —E=>OFr3r

I ISTDUSTFJtY

Port industry in Togo includes the only
the

port

in

capital city,LOME and a small mineral port in Kpeme

about 20 km east of LOME. The creation
port

major

is

the

mineral

connected to the exploitation of phosphate

the region where it is
small

of

port,the

located.

The

position

wharf of Kpeme is 06

of

in
the

12'N and 01 31'E.

It was built during the colonisation period,and measures
1200 m in length and can berth
TDW.Equipped

with

ore

carriers

of

47000

pipelines the wharf also serves as a

small bunkering port for the mine company .
As for the main port it may
subject

for

a

constitute

thesis.Therefore

present in this study only the
this

paper.

The

concerned

by

itself

it is my intention to

aspects

connected

the

national

a

link

maritime industry,and how it may fit

into the overall scheme
other

with

aspects should lead to the

suggestions as to how the port is considered as
for

the

to

achieve

its

objectives.In

words there will be no details on the description

and the presentation of the port industry only if neces-
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sary.The overview

of

the

port

will

cover

two

main

points:
- A general description and
-The functions and the administrative structure

of

the

port.

2.1 Main characteristics

These include the geographical position,the
ture, the

superstructure

and

the

autonome de Lom6"is created by

infrastruc

equipment.

Ordinance No 12 of April

articles comprises dispositions relating to
juridicial

position

and

the

Port's

its main objectives,its admi

nistrative and it's financial functions.The
deap-sea

The"port

Port

is

Port built to replace the former wharf made in

1928.The Port building plan is formed to be executed
four

a

different

stages

in

according to its traffic evolu

tion.The following characteristics of the Port are those
of the first part in the second stage

of

its

develop

ment.The Lome P o r t ,"Port autonome de Lome",is situated 6
km east from the capital city

which

inhabitants.Its

position

geographical

17'E.The port is 674 hectares
between

in

has

about

300000

is 6® 8'N and 1®

area.It

is

situated

the international coastal road Ghana-Togo-Benin

and the Atlantic Ocean and is drectly linked to the hin
terland and the nordic land locked
kina-Faso

and

countries.Niger,Bur—

Mali by an intirely asphalted road.Apart

from the services

of

the

port

internal

linking

net

roads,there is one railway line that ensures the connec
tion between different quays of the port
interior

raailway

the

main

network.From sea,the port is entered

at any time at the day and night.At
may

and

night

the

harbour

be approached with the help of four 1ighthouses.The

light range is of 5-17 and 20

31

miles.The

water

surface

covers 61 hectares with an average depth of 10.5
(m).Ships

admitted

more than 270 m
includes
1720 m

two
and

side,950

in

to

the

lenght

meters

Togo-Port should not be of
overall.The

infrastructure

breakwaters;the main,to the west.measures
the

secondary

m.General

breakwater,to

the

eastern

cargo is allocated to a pier measu

ring 320.72 m with four berths.The

first

three

berths

admit ships of 9.5 m draught while the fourth being only
for smaller ships of 7.0 m draught.
There are one container terminal with two berths of 12 m
and 11 m draught;the lenghts of which

are

250x

140

m

respectively.
There is one fishing port with a total quay lenght of 60
m and a maximum draught of 4.50 m.
There is also one mooring buoy with a maximum draught of
9.50 m .
There are two special berths:
-The bulk cargo berth:210 m long and with a 11.5

m

draught.
-The oil berth for tankers up to 250

m

in

lenght

and with a 14 m draught.
Togo-Port is provided with a variety of port facilities:
-Tugs with a HP ranging from

960

to

3000

and

a

tracting power of 17 to 42 tons.
-Mooring boats
-Pilot boats
-VHP radiophony:duty on canal 16 and connections on
canals 6;12 and 14.
Apart from aids to navigation equipment,other port faci
lities are used for cargo handling and varieties of ser
vices.
The principal equipment is:
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-Fork lift trucks
-Container lift trucks(valmet and yster)
-Tractors, tractor trucks
-Trailers with coupling plates platform trailers

and

various vehicles for container handling.
-Grain conveyors etc.
The superstructure also

includes

warehouses

with

one

reserved for dangerous goods.Among them there are two or
five thousand square meters each
two

for

Burkina-Faso

and

warehouses of five thousand square metres each, one

for Niger and for Mali.The Free Port Zone includes 56868
sqm of warehouses inclusing 6750 sqm of

transit

stores

and two hundred thousand sqm of outdoor storage surface.

2.2.2

O b j e c t i v e s ,f u n c t i o n s ,a n d

administrative

struc

ture of the port.

The port is created to serve as a tool for the

national

economic development and as an instrument of internatio
nal economic co-operation.To achieve these objectives in
the port,decision no 12 of April 7,1967,stated two major
juridical characteristics or systems through
port

should operate:
1;5

the

l.Togo-Port is an autonomous port;
2.Togo-Port

Articles

which

is

a

free-port.

and 11 of the Ordinance creating "Le Port

Autonome de Lome",established and defined the autonomous
status system.The port is
and

commercial

a

establishment

national,public,industrial
with

a legal status and

financially autonomous.Consequently the port administra
tes the following: -piloting -mooring and towing

-cargo

handling and passenger services -services of lighthouses
and beacons

-signal

services
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and

radio.

Except

for

long-term enterprises or long-term finance
and

transactions

undertakings considered as of high cost when excee

ding a fixed ceiling,the Port is responsible inside

its

limits for the extension,improvement and renovation work
as well as for operations, maintenance and
police

and

also

the

harbour

the administration of the real estate

surrounding it.
The autonomous Port of Lome
Port
of

is

a

free-port.This

Status is clearly stipulated in the second article
Ordinance no 12 of april 7,1967,creating

The

status

commerce
guard

undertakers

and promote
any

the

Port.

,largely defined(10),aims two objectives:to

give lower cost advantages to firms

like

free

and

other

private

within the zone and also to safe

State interests.The

free-port,offers

Port

of

LOME,

advantages particularly for

import and export,transit traffic,commission storage and
treatment processing of foreign entered commodities.Only
when goods are moved out from the free-port
customs

boundary

across

the

to the customs territory,must they be

submitted to the traditional

national

customs

regula

tions. (See table l:trends of trafic and activities,1968/
1985,on the subsequent page).

The presentation of the port industry will not be
lete

comp

without having a look at the actual Port operating

machinery system. Togo-Port personnel can be placed into
two categories; -More than 1200 employees,with 15 execu
tives ,including
trators,

engineers,technicians,sailors,adminis

economists

and

about 30 semi-skilled workers

and -2500 professional and casual
stered

longshoremen

admini

by the Harbour Labour Office. The administration

is organized from the top as follows:
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t r e n d s o f t r a f i c and a c t i v i t i e s

TABLE 1
A utonom ous PORT OF LOWE

[ P e rio d
/

om bis
de
av ires

Im port
T /n e t
•

E xrort
T

ra n slt
’ A v ita ll
Eaux
P la tc h e n d . d i v e r s ;
nport 1 export ; i s s u te s

ransbordenent
de
P e tro le

T o ta u x generaux
2 5 2 .5 0 0

1 8 9 .5 0 0

63 .0 0 0

( 1959

415

f 1959

490

2 3 3 .3 0 0

8 0 .500

1 .2 0 0

( 1970

524

2 5 5 .2 0 0

7 1 ;2 0 0

5.0 0 0

f 1971

547

2 8 2 .0 0 0

81 .3 0 0

3.400

3 1 9 .9 0 0

70 .50 0

1 2 .2 0 0

24 .30 0

f 1972

549
575

3 1 4 .3 0 0

5 3 .0 0 0

1 7 .0 0 0

26 .0 0 0

( 1973

451

3 1 5 .8 0 0

5 9 .2 0 0

2 6 .2 0 0

2 2 .7 0 0

( 1974

62.00 0

77.400

saa.900

3 6 9 .1 0 0

•

750

80 .4 0 0

( 1975

61 .8 0 0

6 7 .5 0 0

3 7 4 .5 0 0

4 5 7 .6 0 0

•

409

87.60 0

( 1976

3 5 3 .4 0 0

61 .90 0

1 1 2 .2 0 0

••

9 1 1.70 0

777

7 4 .2 0 0

f 1977

1 .0 2 0 .3 0 0

319.200

1 0 6 .3 0 0

••

1 .5 2 1 .2 0 0

209

75 .40 0

( 1979

2 8 2 .7 0 0

9 7 .1 0 0

5 3 .0 0 0

1 .6 4 0 .1 0 0

359

1 .0 1 4 .6 0 0

1 9 2 .7 0 0

f 1979

6 5 3 .5 0 0

1 2 3 .2 0 0

69 .30 0

2 .5 9 1 .0 0 0

1.028

8 4 3 .9 0 0

1 .0 0 1 .2 0 0

f 19B0

557 .6 0 0

1 1 6 .1 0 0

2 .3 5 9 .9 0 0

5 4 2 .2 0 0

9 5 6 .3 0 0

1 .0 3 0

6 5 .7 0 0

( 1991

5 5 .2 8 0

f 1932 ■

756.1 4 5

1 7 0 .5 3 3

2 .5 8 3 .0 5 9

7 7 5 .2 1 2

1 .0 9 7 .3 1 9

1.034

5 8 2 .7 2 7

1 3 0 .3 3 0

1 .5 2 9 .7 0 0

6 4 7 .7 5 7

1 5 2 .9 5 1

1.025

35 .26 5

( 1993

2 9 3 .8 5 1

2 4 9 .6 8 7

40.2 0 5

1 .3 = 4 .3 0 »

1.0 0 4

1 .0 1 8 .5 5 7

2 1 .5 8 6

( 1984
(
( 1985

16 5.05 3

3 5 1 .5 2 6

4 5 .3 7 0

1 .5 2 Q .2 S 3

8 3 8 .5 3 3

118.815

1.083

3 1 S .0 0 0
3 :2 .4 0 0

•

3 5 5 .7 0 0
425.900
«•

4 1 0 .5 0 0
423.900

-Ministry of Commerce and

Transport

-Board of Managers
-Director General
-The

Assistant

Director

General

and 7 Divisions under the direct administration

assistant

Director

General.These

are

the

of

the

following:

- Harbour Master's Office
-Cargo-handling Department
-Economic Services
-Harbour Labour Office
-Technical service
-Central Administration
-Financial section.
The title of each division is self explanatory.
add

that

apart

EInglish) and aids to navigation,
himself

may

from pilotage, which is compulsory for

ships of over than 300 grt, communications
finds

I

loaded

with

(

French

&

the Harbour Master also

other

services

such

as

police,safety and public order. The normal working hours
are from 700 to 1200
Friday.

Extra

and 1430 to 1730

from

Monday

to

working hours are organized at week-ends

and holidays. Handling and

other

permanent

activities

are done in a three shift system:
1st shift: 0600 -

1400

hours

2nd

shift:1400

-

2100 hours

3rd

shift:2100

-

0600

next

morning.
The Port functions analyses as regard to its
plans

for

future

continuous

development come under the following

chapter which covers the

present
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aspects

of

maritime

legal instruments.
As for what may
industries,

be

they

called
are

the

either

derived

port

related

services created for the

necessary completion of services provided by the Port to
ships,such as small ship
the

Port,

repairs,ship

painting

within

or services and business created as a conse

quence of the port services on which

they

rely.

Among

them varieties of industries in the Free Port Zone & the
firms outside the port that are using the

Port

as

the

should

not

only supplier are mentionned.
Looking forward to future Port
only

development

be done through the analyses of its global policy,

but also in the context of the Country's

potentialities

in maritime development.

II .3 MANAOEZMENT

OF’ OCEAN

F S E S O U E R G E S

The presentation of ocean resources management cannot
adequately be done without any idea of

the Country's

sea boundaries.
As mentioned in the first chapter,in Togo, we
ling

with

the

dea

newly extended national ocean zone. The

extension of national
also

are

jurisdiction

on

sea

boundaries

creates a new dimension as for the exploration and

exploitation of non-living resources,mainly oil and gas,
being prospected and evaluated(11). The living resources
include the most

traditional

one

of

fishing.

Larger

ocean space under national jurisdiction and consequently
the important management scheme does
more

rights,

ties(12).

not

only

provide

it also generates increased responsibi1i-

In planning the national ocean resources mana

gement, both aspects should be considered in
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a

way

to

arrive at more profit rather than loss .

Fisheries

are

the current major activity so far undertaken and pertai
ning to ocean resources management. The

present

situa

tion of the sector needs to be briefly presented.
The creation of fishery services goes back to the
sion

of January,8, 1963. The

Fisheries Law, which will

be analysed later on, dates from July 11,1964
prises

and

com

thirty articles regarding piscaries,fishing pro

cedures and sanctions for defined types of
Since

deci

infractions.

1975, fisheries services have come under two main

divisions: one for fisheries protection and

development

and the other for exploitation and management.
The first division is empowered by water

police,

catch

inspections, and fisheries regulations. The second divi
sion deals with

exploitation.

in the sea. That in fresh waters
sea,is

almost

non- existent.

consists of two sectors;
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Fishing is mainly active
,compared

to

that

at

In Togo,fishing industry

-An

artisanal
operating

fisheries

sector

including

fishermen

small boats and utilizing primitive fishing

processing and marketing methods.Most of them are cha
racterised
-The

by

the

semi-industrial

seasonality
fisheries

of

operations,

and

using two modern medium

size trawlers.
The artisanal fisheries do however

constitute

the

most

important fisheries sector in terms of volume of landings
and employment.In 1984 the total landings, both continen
tal and maritime, were 13833 tons.The continental
ries

fishe

were only 3500 tons.For the 10333 tons in the mari

time,the

industrial

tons.The

remainder

sector

landings

were

only

came from the artisanal sector, that

is about 250 small boats of different sizes.An
number

of

the

artisanal

ghbouring country to
source

of

1820

the

important

fishermen come from the
west,Ghana(13).From

information,the

most

important

nei

the

same

species are

anchovies, mackerel and sardines.Fish are marketed fresh,
dried,smoked,sal ted, iced or frozen.Though the coast

may

be

considered as satisfactorily abundant in some species

of

fish,the

uncontrolled

coastal

stocks

artisanal

are

highly

exploited

operators.Far from the coast,the

EEZ is not really controlled because of a lack of
cient

numbers

of

patrol

boats.Fish

fishing boats control and varieties
are

by

of

suffi

inspect ion,smal1
safety

measures

some of the problems that need solving today .Moreo

ver, the fact that the most important species,the pelagics
are highly migratory consequently raises other aspects of
questions to be considered when we come to discuss impor
tant regulation matters.
Given these observations and keeping in mind the necessi
ty of an overall activities coordination,the
will

next

point

be a quick look at some other areas in the maritime
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field.
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It is not

my intention to make an exhaustive list of all

the firms and institutions involved in
ties.A

brief

activi

overview for such purposes is to highlight

the necessity of coordinating
profitable

maritime

linkages

of

their activities

these

in

the

and

the

global maritime

industrial development.
Some ships

agents

trying

start

to

and

forwarding

agents

are

already

a policy coordination of their activi-

ties.They are regpuped under the association named
TOGO.Another society called SALINTO
processing into salt.Varieties
related

of

deals with sea water
marine

and

that

while

maritime

activities

coordination

and

activities.lt should be of
recently

promotion
great

encoura

are increasing,a

governmental created body has been assigned the
possible

maritime

services are acting in isolation.Benefits may be

gained from their practical union. So far it is
ging

NAVI-

of

interest

duty

of

the afforsaid
to

see

the

renamed Maritime Directorate fulfil these tasks

successfully.

2. 5 —
T
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f
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The present draft of the
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Country's

Martime

Code

dates

Decision No 29 of August 12,1971.The fourth heading

of the Ordinance deals with the organisation of the Togo
lese

Maritime

Administration.This
40

comprises

only

one

artic1e .According to

the

provision

structure

the

organisational

including

determination of

the

competences

the

administrative
chart

within

the

and the
Merchant

Marine referred to as " Direction Des Affaires Maritimes"
will be set up by a future subsidiary
tunatetly

such

legislation.Unfor-

important provisions for the application

of this Code are not yet effective.The

present

Adminis

tration includes the Director and his Assistant,both Mar
time Administrators,
secetaryC15).They

four

Maritime

Officers(14),and

a

are supposed to promote and coordinate

maritime affairs;but they are limited in their activities
by the crucial lack of legal bases.There is no law enfor
cement.Up till now

this

recognized

as

mainly

Administration
the

body

appears

dealing with

to

maritime

labour and training.The previous training system has
to

the creation of

led

unemployment problems.Now the Direc

torate of Maritime Affairs training policy is
to

be

to

adjust

maritime needs.Duties such as registration of seamen,

issuance of certificates of competency and general defen
ce of seamens'social rights, vis a
being

shipowners,

seems

safety

role.Nevertheless

to be more and more involved in fisheries ins

pect ion ,including small fishing boats.Also here there
a

are

carried out by the Maritime DirectorateCDM). Still

DM is not playing its maritime
it

vis

lack

in the necessary

is

coordination of the activities

of Ministries.
My concern with the Maritime Administration
out

within

is

to

the legislative framework what should be its

duties in co-operation and co-ordination in the
field

be.

Before

any

made,some

few

words

that

purpose

statement regarding the present

legal basis of the above -mentioned
is

maritime

and what the power to be given to such an Institu

tion through new necessary regulations for
should

find

concerning
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maritime

activities

the importance

of

maritime labour and the present relevant training aspects
are essential.
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The importance of human resources cannot be
sized. Its

over

empha

development appears to be one of the top prio

rities .Perhaps one may consider the opinion that the LDCs
have cheap labour which may consequently

constitute

an

environment where the workforce loses part of its priori
ty over the other assets of development.But consideration
should be given to what is "crude" labour,that is usually
plethorirque in the LDCs,and the
the

developed

"processed"

labour

in

maritime countries.The second term refers

to well and highly trained personnel or skilfull

person

nel and is the part of labour needed today, and evidently
in years to come, by the shipping industry which is beco
ming

more

and

more

In Togo training
outset

been

of

technological
shipping

given an

and

personnel

sophisticated.
has

expenditure.In
officers

and

coastal

ship

watchkeeping officers have completed

their training.Diesel engine operators and
pectors

necessitate

fact 52 sea-going officers and ship

engineers are at present being trained.IB
ping

the

important status,though underta

kings in such a task are time consumming and
high

from

fishing

ins

are now completing their education.They are res

pectively 35 and 20 in number.35 abled seamen and 18 har
bour masters are also being trained.The Country's

poten

tial in trained personnel in shipping in 1961 was estima
ted at 178 persons(18).Today both offshore and
personnel

may

be

estimated
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at

sea-going

more than 230 persons.

The problem that needs to be approached in
ment

is

caused
force

and

the

industry

private

lines

to

absorb

cannot

Shipping

Company

of

and

employ all the seamen at the

same time.The National Company is trying to proceed by
system

the

high number of the latter on the

market today.The present National
the

develop

by the imbalanced situation between the

lower capacity of the maritime
labour

our

a

shift in order to give a chance to all to get

a job for a certain period.Such a total lack of job secu
rity evolves crucial social problems for seamen and their
fami 1ies.These include an improper

working

environment,

low salaries, non- existent social security,no pay during
holidays and the method of recruitment itself.In
situation,

the

matters

of

safety

maritime

and not only shipping.At least it should be noted

that the performance of sea-going personnel depends to
very

a

on board seem to be

ignored.Furthermore training should concern all
labour

such

a

large extent on the management of the overall ship

ping operations by shore-based personnel. The above brief
report about the maritime labour force,may highlight
reasons
ritime

why,
and

lawyers

the

while the need for shipping economists.ma
maritime

safety

administrators

maritime

and ship inspectors remains the important natio

nal objectives,simultaneously the

current

problems

of

refers

to

seafarers need prompt and adequate solutions.

Any operation in any field when properly made
some

legal framework.The next step is to enter the field

of the legal framework of

the

activities.
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above

reviewed

maritime

F ’c D o t n c D t . e s

1. Report on the technical
adviser:10-17

visit

of

the

IMO

May 1981Cprojet RAF/76/003)

regional

IMO/London.

2. Referred to as NAVITOGO.SOTONAM is member of

NAVITOGO

and serves as ship agent.
3. Refer to SOTONAM for further information.
4. SIVOMAR "Societe Ivorienne De Transport Maritime" is a
private shipping company of Cote D'Ivoire.
5. West Germans.
6. Mr. AMES is the Director of

SAFT

in

TOGO

WHere

he

represents the DAL interests.
7. Ordinance no SO.llbis of January 1960,article 5

&

7.

8 . o p . ci t . 7 .

9. 50 CFA.the national

currency,=

1 French

10. Ref.decree 68-75 and decree 66-76

of

Franc<FF).

April

11,1966

(Journal Official du Togo ),May 16,1968
and

decree

68-106

of

June

5,1968,J .0.J u l .1,1968.

11. Ref. to 1.4:Maritime interests.
12. Art. 24; 44; 56; 78 and 192,UNCLOS IIKcostal state's
duties).
13.

Source:Direction

des

peches,LOME,January
44

1986.

14. Officier De Corps Technique

Des

Affaires

Maritimes

(OCTAM)
15 . Source:"Direction Des Affaires Maritimes
16. O p . C i t . 1.
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LOME,

1986.
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Undertakings of any importance

without

appear to be like a house built on
perhaps that the

LAWS

a

legal

basis

sand.It can be said,

maritime industry is the

most

inter

national of all industries. On both its levels,local and
regional,it is one of the industries which includes many
related activities or branches of
people
ciliate

activities

involving

of opposed interests.In order to profitably con
these

interests,to

co-ordinate

and

put

the

industry on a pace with development,it is vital that all
concerned,whether individuals or groups, should work

to

create the necessary basis for mutual understanding.Such
framework of common interest would be given as legalized
issues defining rights

and

obiigations,immunities

and

benefits for all. Even though this sector,from the mari
time industry's point of view,is almost
thus needing

non

existent,-

urgent remedial action,there is some star

ting point to be completed and adjusted.There

are

some

developmental legal steps to be undertaken such as regu
lations to serve as instruments for the

defined

policy

for the matters they rule.Therefore maritime development
policy and its derived legal instruments will be the two
divisions under in chapter.
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In short,the Togo Government's main objectives are to
develop all potential national economic sectors.The
result is, among others,to increase the earnings and to
adjust the balance of payment, and also as a consequence
of such, to attain a constant increase in the standard
of living of the population. Therefore,the national tar
get is to gain economic independency for and through the
people. It has been strongly considered that the mercan
tile marine, though recently launched in the branch of
foreign trade,should be expanded to contribute to the
country's overall economic, social and political enhan
cement.These are, so far, the objectives of the interna
tional community,through the UNCTAD activities,in hel
ping developing countries to establishing their own
fleets and facilitate their tasks in finding measures to
promote their earnings from maritime activities.As for
liner shipping,it is considered by UNCTAD as the most
profitable form of shipping for the LDC because of its
services and levels of freight rates.Taking into account
the international coordinating factor,Togo has choosen
to establish its national fleet and operate it as a
liner,by participating in conferences.The national ship
ping line is expected,on the long run,to increase the
country's income from the shipping industry and also,to
be strategically closed to Togo's economic and commer
cial interests.Unless it operates within conferences
through membership,the infant national shipping industry
can not withstand the market's competition and achieve
its commercial goals.Among the factors that determine
47

the adoption of such a policy, the national economical
history has to be mentioned. This is the traditional
division of national labour. The colonial repartition of
tasks resulted in making the called LDCs a source of raw
materials to
serve"metropolis"
industries.Therefore
shipping serving the trade should profitably link the
same countries,follow the same routes, and carry cargoes
that are permanently needed. The government involvement
in
maritime development has an ad-hoc aspect,regarding
policy adjustment in particular circumstances,but it has
also a permanent character.This is the defined policy
evolvement in practical measures in the form of laws and
regulations(2).
A brief review of the present recapitulated legislation
to control the country's maritime activities,wi11 pro
bably help to achieve
3 . 2 —

the

objectives

F ’r ' o s p a e c t - s
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of

this

study.
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The national maritime legislation will probably be deve
loped with the expansion of the activities it
con
trols.As mentioned earlier,a large part of the country's
maritime field still remains to be covered; but our pur
pose here is to see that certain undertakings,conceived
by the maritiaie policy,do not suffer the lack of a legal
basis as they appear to at the present time. Here we
touclr^pon the need for the indispensable instrument for
any ^fiiaritime development,the maritime law.Before we
stick more to its important characteristics it is neces
sary to present the current maritime legislative frame
work.This includes:
-The Merchant Shipping Act
-The Port Regulations
48

-The National Shippers's Council laws
The Fisheries' Regulations - And
some related legal decisions

3 . 2 . 1
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A c t Developmental,regulatory

and

in

conformity

with

the

relevant international standards,these should be the
characteristics of any national shipping legislation.The
establisment of the Togolese Merchant Marine Code goes
back to Ordinance No 29 of August 12,1971.Unfortunately
its 26 page provisions in 9 chapters included in five
titles,have not been operational since then,as they
have been hampered by the lack of any subsidiary .legis
lation
remaining to be issued.As Professor Vanshiswar
observed (3>,The Merchant Shipping Code is the embo
diment of both primary and subsidiary legislation.The
subsidiary legislation incorporates sundry rules,measu
res and regulations that need to be promulgated and imp
lemented under the primary legislation.In the case of
omission of the aforesaid complemention task the Act can
not amount,in practice,to more than simple guidelines
for the Maritime Administration(4)(MA).In this connec
tion,for the organization of the National Maritime Admi
nistration itself, article 71 refers to the subsidiary
legislation,that is still
considered as the first problem of the present MA in
Togo.To carry out its duties, the Directorate for Mari
time Affairs(DMA) must be legally organized and be given
clearly defined competences;thus its role and major
functions need to be circumscribed.Furthermore,as any
primary legislation, the contents of the Act should
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comprise references to subsidiary legislations to deter
mine in detail ways and means for their application.Not
to go too deeply into details,the Code as presented,<5)
is far from reaching the required capacity to regulate
all the existing maritime activities.lt needs to include
several safety measures and maritime commercial regula
tions .Moreover from 1971 to today the shipping environ
ment has witnessed important changes;consequently the
National Code should be readjusted in conformity with
the new relevant international standards and vis a vis
the generated national risks. The various titles of the
present Code are listed below:
I. The maritime navigationCdefinitions>
II. About the fegistration-mortgages-and other transac
tions related to ships.
III. About seafarers and shipowners(seamanship
and
relations
seafarers-shipowners-captains).
IV. About the organization of the Maritime
tion.
V. About the penal and discipline regime.

Administra
,

Its chapters generally deal with behaviour on board and
sanctions against eventual infractions. After reviewing
the Code,I found it to be very limited and vague.In
particular the seaman's working environment and his so
cial and safety conditions on board need to be clearly
defined.Nevertheless we see it as an important starting
point that could become successful if certain changes
were made .This is the purpose of the following chapters
of this paper.Perhaps it is not too early to point out
that regarding safety of navigation, the Code has the
merit of being in conformity with some important inter
national safety standards viz SOLAS,STCW,LL and the port
state control regulations.
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In the Togolese maritime field,the "port autonome de
LOME"appears to be the most widely regulated part.Pro
bably this is due to its importance as the only major
deap-sea port in the country.Port regulations are inc
luded in the following main documents: The Ordinance No
12 of April 7,1967 establishing the Port of LOME and the
Ministerial Decision No 16 of May 12,1968 empowering a
package of detailed rules to be applied as the PAL regu
lations. The first decision is concerned with port sta
tus. In its 31 articles,the administrative structure for
the port operations is drawn up and competences,roles
and functions are defined in accordance with the port
position as a free port on the one side and as an auto
nomous port on the other.Apart from the special customs
regulations complying with the duty-free policy within
the limited zone,the autonomous status gives power to
the port to administer itself up to a certain extent.For
instance decisions about borrowed funds,whether national
or international, high expenses beyond a fixed
amount,and some strategical decisions (port extention as
an example) are directly controlled by the government
authority.Decisions within the port administration,al
though accepted by the Director General and certified by
the board of managers,are necessarily submitted to
government approval when they overlap.Moreover,even if
it is not subsidized,the port remains the national port:
PAL is a public,industrial and commercial port.According
to articles 7 and 21(6) in addition to long run strate
gies and financial decision making, the Government sup
ports, as it should, eventual losses resulting from port
crises ;but as a counterpart, all the net profits from
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the port operation are regarded as public revenue and
thus transferred to the state's account.Obviously the
Ordinance includes the procedures by the Government to
control the port management.
The second type of rules, typically called Port

Regula

tions, are evolved by the main regulations<6). As an
autonomous free port,the institution must set up detai
led rules for a profitable control and co-ordination
within its own administration and apply the best opera
tion systems within the given competence such as pilo
tage,towage, hand 1ing,1ighthouses and beacon,radio etc.
The Port Regulations(7) include 65 articles.Instead of
making any detailed commentaries,it is proposed within
the limits of this study to make only three important
topics regarding these regulations.
1.Safety duties that should be carried out by the

Mari

time Directorate are being to a certain extent backed up
through the application of the Port Regulations.Some
aspects of the IMDG Code,SOLAS 1960,annexe B of the
SOLAS Convention 1960 for Collisions Prevention, OILPOL
1954,the port state control regulations and WHO sanitary
regulations are implemented through the effective use of
articles 2-28-31-32-38-39-46 to
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of

the

PAL

regu

lations. It is important to point out the outdated state
of some of these standards that are still applied within
the port;SOLAS,the 1960 version, has been superseded by
that of 1974,which incorporates a tacit amendment pro
cedure jCOLREG 1974 replaces Annex B and other amended
regulations of SOLAS 1960;and OILPOL 1954 has already
given place to MAE^OL 73/78.However these
do

not

deny

the

few

comments

important role already played by the

application of these regulations regarding
52

safety

mat-

ters .
2. The commercial aspects of the regulations include lia
bility clauses drawn from both
circumstances and the unified
commercial regulations.

considerations, local
international maritime

3. The third point concerns the administrative structure
as it appears through the port regulations. Only the
Harbour Master is empowered to look after safety and
security in the port,together with ship safety inspec
tions and contingency plans.These are carried out apart
from the traditional wide range of duties he has to
perform in his position as Harbour Master.The above
stated port operation system may be justified by the
need for more port technical operators on the one side
and the necessity for an effective co-ordination of key
matters within the port operation on the other. Pros
pects for the present maritime legislation lead us to
consider the rules guiding the Togolese Shipper's Coun
cil services.
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Following the ratiification of the Liner Code of conduct
by the Togolese Government in 1977,two decisions were
taken. One was to establish the country's National Ship
per's CouncilCe) and the other was to define its status
(9>.According to the above laws, the general assembly of
the National Shipper's Counci 1(CNCT) comprises public
and private shippers' represented in an equal number,the
Director of the PAL and the heads of the state depart
ments involved in one manner or another in maritime
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transportation or in international commercejhowever the
CNCT appears to be neither a private nor a semi-private
institut ion.The President jof the Institution is state
nominated, namely the Director of Maritime Affairs.
Furthermore, and according to regulations,(10) the CNCT
works under the auspices of the Minister of Transport
who is empowered to reject the CNCT general assembly's
decisions when he finds it necessary. CNCT is trying to
obtain as low freight rate as possible from maritime
conferences to the shippers' advantage.This interest is
in conflict with that of the shipping companies the CNCT
has to defend too. However it appears through the grea
ter part of the above mentioned regulations that the
main duty of the CNCT is to protect and to promote the
country's infant shipping industry and mainly the natio
nal fleet.According to the Ordinance,not only all natio
nal shippers are necessarly members of the CNCT and the
refore obliged by law to reserve the 40% of their cargo
for national 1ines(art.2);but also art.3 gives rights to
the national shipping companies to load,in return for a
financial counterpart,the part of cargo the company is
allocated, in case of an incapacity to collect it.Fur
thermore, the

national

lines are given access,under the

auspices of the CNCT,to cargo not generated by the con
ference.As will be considered later,this practice in
protecting the LDC infant shipping is appreciable and
even seems to be encouraged by UNCTAD. Nevertheless one
question remains as to how far the system go? So far the
institution seems to be contradictory in its objective
of implementing the 40-40-20 formula in the spirit of
the UNCTAD Code.At this stage the problem is whether one
should consider as insufficient the development of the
UN Code in aiming to promote LDCs' shipping,or should
the CNCT regulations to be adjusted.The provisions
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inc-

lude useful cooperation among shippers' councils in the
region.May be such a strategy may help in solving the
problem raised. The CNCT has been given other legal
tools for its work.The interministerial Decision No 003
of March 2,1982 establishes the the member-cards of the
Shippers' Council.As earlier stated the cards should be
delivered by the President of the Council. In the same
field the Decision No 25 of 6 November 1965 provides for
rules guiding maritime cargo sharing in conformity with
the UNCTAD Code spirit. This academic work does not
allow further elaboration in this area.My task at this
stage is to make a brief review of the whole regulated
maritime field. The subsequent section is concerned with
the present fisheries regulations.
3 . 2
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The Togolese fisheries' regulations are set up by
law
No 64/14 of July 11,1964.They include only 30 articles
dealing with very broad aspects of marine fishing,prac
tice of fishing in fresh waters and the range of sanc
tions to be applied to infringers using explosives and
narcotics for fishing methods.
As for the species,their size,age and the total landing
allowed,this aspect is waiting for an eventual
subsidiary legislation to become effective.The law does
not refer either to the safety and security aspects of
the fishing industry or to the impact of fishing on the
sea and beaches .Just to raise a few points regarding
the lack of present regulations,the latter stays mute on
the following aspects:
^Technical survey
of
fishing
vessels,
^Safety

control of the small fishing boats.
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wFishermen work environment,
^Training and social problems for

fishermen

^Environmental pollution and and its probab
le consequences within the
neighbouring
countries with respect to the new law of the
sea(ll).
In spite of the lack of a legal tool,fisheries activi
ties are being increasingly developed as has earlier
been stated.lt appears to be an important maritime sec
tor that urgently needs a legal framework to enhance the
undertaken activities.This viewpoint is largely consi
dered under the following developments.The present legal
set up is not to be concluded before a short statement
of the remaining aspects of regulations in the same
field is made.
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Though scarcely created,some remaining maritime

related

regulations should not be completely ignored.However
they are not going to be subject to any discussion since
it is difficult to have them all at
tation

will

tralising

hand.Their

presen

serve to highlight the importance of

such rules into the maritime central

cen

coordi

nation body,the Martime Directorate.To mention a few of
them ,reference is made to the National Labour Legis
lation and the Social Welfare Regulations that are app
lied to civil workers as well as maritime personnel, the
Ministerial Decisions and finally the Law establishing
the extension of the the country's sea boundaries.The
Togolese law of the sea

matters
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are

relevant

to

the

Ministry of Foreign Affairs.Ship agents, namely NAVITOGO
and other maritime derived industries and companies,
respect the country's code of investment but also apply,
together vith their partners abroad, some unified inter
national maritime commercial laws.
When calling on European ports, the national fleet app
lies
the International Maritime Safety Regulations
required;therefore one is probably not wrong in obser
ving that so far Togo implements the IMO safety minimum
standards such as SOLAS,LL,STCW,MARP0L73/78 etc,even
though the country is not yet party to any of these Con
ventions .
This part of the study has laid the groundwork for a
better understanding of the environment in which the
national maritime industry operates.The presentation of
the major characteristics of the industry and its impor
tance to
the
national
economy,has
progressively
highlighted a number of critical points on which the
country is greatly concerned.Having reached the objecti
ve of the first part of this document,that is the iden
tification of the national maritime's basic problems,!
will come now to the necessary tasks to be carried out
to enhance the country's maritime economy and to ensure
its overall maritime development.The concept of research
developed in this paper is entirely relevant to the
second part of this thesis and is presented under the
following title:"New legal and institutional framework
for TOGOLESE maritime development".
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1. The colonisation policy aimed the cash crops

develop

ment in the occupied countries,to serve for indus
tries in the "metropolis"from where the colonies are
obliged to import techniques for only exploitation
and extraction of their underground resources to also
be exported for processing.
2. Though they are subject to amendments,laws keep
permanent character.

their

3. Ref."Establishment/Administration of Maritime Affairs
in Developing countries";vol.1 p44 by Pr VANSHISWAR-Prof essor-WMU-Malmoe.
4.See ref.3 above.
5. The Code includes a total of 25 pages.
6. Ref. to the Ordinance creating the PALCabove

stated).

7. Ref. Decision no 16/MPT/PAL regarding the approval

of

the national port regulations.
S.Ref.Ord.No SO.llbis of January 9,1980.
9. Ref. Decree No 80-6 of January 9,1980.
10. Ref.to the article 20 of the Decree of
January
11. Ref. to the UN third conference on the Law
Sea<UNCLOS III) art.237.
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This part, the core of the study, is the achievement

and

the derived point of the research carefully carried out
within the subject in the first part. Again, it should be
made clear that although the second half of this document
appears to be rather thorough , compared with the first
part, it is not intended to include elaborate details on
the topic. In order to comply with the given limits, this
part will not deal deeply with all the action that needs
to be undertaken, as revealed through the previous sec
tion. It is an attempt to provide a background document
on the multisectional aspect of the maritime policy for
all ocean uses and its resources development.
As an academic work, the proposals and suggestions con
stituting this part will focus on the relevant legal
basis to be provided as priorities among all that which
should be readly available for the country's maritime
development.
Three chapters will constitute this part.
-First the country's maritime development and the inter
national cooperation will be presented under the title,
"basic trends for the enhancement of maritime activities"
-then adjustments for maritime infrastructure development
will be proposed
-lastly and before

the

conclusion,some

practical

pro

posals and recommendations for the overall maritime deve
lopment of the country, will be reviewed.
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This chapter deals with the international dimensions of
national shipping and related maritime development. It
presents in a brief overview of the current world ship
ping parameters that should be taken into consideration
on the national level; before the importance of technical
assistance from IMO is underlined, a necessary approach
of the regional cooperation is succinctly made. We should
never forget the link between maritime sectors as a who
le.

Therefore, a comment on roles played by other inter

national standards closes this chapter.
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Two main trends affect shipping nowadays. One is the
increasing technological developments
bringing about
profound modification of the present economic situation
in world shipping and anothe,r is the expansion of varie
ties of policies governing, to a certain extent, shipping
trade.
(See table 2 and 3:present shipping trends,on the
quent page).
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Loaded

Region

TtUI
Tens %
61 5.1

itttk
Tsss X
77 9.1

2.1
10.1
12.0
0.4
27.1
26.1

9 1.1
115 14.2
65 8.1
—
—
70 8.2
284 33.4

17.1

220 25.9

100.0

850 100.0

Africa
CentralAmerica
40
andCaribbean
181
SouthAmerica
218
Asia
7.4
Oceania
474
Europe
455
NorthAmerica
Australia,New
Zealand,
Japanand
305
SouthAfrica
Total 1.760

1. DEVELOPED NATIONS
Sweden
Norway

UK
FR. Geriany
France
Japan
Italy
fireece

3. COHECON
USSR
Runania

4. DEVELOPING NATIONS
Philippines
South Korea
Argentina
China PR
Brazil
India

Total
Tans %
94 5.4
28
60
318
3
751
162

lolli
Tens %
28 3.3

1.6
3.4
18.1
0.3
42.7
9.2

363 20.6
1,760 100.0

708
8,829

7
8
132
1
318
188

0.8
0.9
15.6
—
37.4
22.1

168 19.8
850 100.0

-83
-43
-53
-59
+47

4,165
15,573
12,885
3,525
1,977
20,696
5,382
12,385

1,429
2,904
23,040
5,996
29,667

31,831
3,060
1,230

41,163
25,897
3,719

♦29
♦746

797
304

4,394
2,054

♦451
♦575

77
333
193
316
895
2,562

2,781
6,805
758
2,961
4,099
5,319

♦3,511
♦1,943
♦292
♦837
♦358
♦108

6,012

2. FOC
L ib e ria
Panana
Slngapore(a)

Unloaded

(a) Now no longer classed as FOC
Source ; Lloyds Statistical Tables
Drcwry Shipping Consultants Ltd*

TABLE 2 & 3: WORLD SHIP TRENDS
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Requirements for ship design are basically derived from:
1) commercial needs,
2> safety constraints,
3) and habitability betterment.
Thus the technological developments embrace:
-ship size with requirements for a low life-cycle cost,
-safety regulations drafts and
implementation,
the
institutional environment.
-advanced equipment for easier operations and pleasant
life on board.
<L.
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The revolution in ship size is close
ships and services being attended.
-Shipping services are more or
major cateigories

less

to

the

divided

types

into

of

three

-liner services
-tramp services
-and industrial or private carriage.
While liner shipping normally involves regular scheduled
services of breakbulk or unitized cargo shipments between
specified ports, tramp services are defined as those of a
freight vessel that does not run any regular line but
takes cargo wherever the shipper desires and normally in
full shiploads. (1) The period has been dominated by the
development

of

ships adapted in carrying less expensive
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bulk cargoes at relatively slow speeds on the one side,
and fine, costly and fast ships to serve as ferries or
cruise liners on the other. Meanwhile types of more spe
cialized vessels, such as ro/ro ships, container ships,gaz carriers, etc. have shown remarkable growth.
It is
notable that
world tonnage has generally increased to
reinforce shipping capacity to meet

trade demand.

Moreover, tramp shipping or charterer services are con
sidered as the real model of a highly competitive market
and thus differ from the liner trade which provides for a
kind of cartelized market applying standard prices.
Whether placed in one category or another, major changes
have occurred during the last two decades but mainly
within the period of 1965-1976.(2) Ships specialization
keeps going on with a view to suiting particular trade
requirements.
The third category of shipping services,

in

which

both

ships and cargoes are controlled by privately owned com
panies considered as a single entity, is not a completely
separate market as companies overlap periodically with
one or other of the above mentioned systems.
It may be pointed out as a derivative from

the

shipping

scene that the traditional distinction between general
cargo vessels, ro/ro vessels, containers and barge car
riers is becoming blurred with the development of the
multipurpose carriers. Spectacular growth has occurred in
oil tankers, such as very large crude carriers (VLCC).
Oil tankers rose in size from approximately 20,000 tons
dwt to 400,000 tons dwt in the last two decades.(3> This
type

of vessel constitutes a typical example of the eco

nomies of scale achieved by increasing ship size.
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In the same period, bulk carriers have steadily increased
their size from 20,000 to 25,000/40,000 dwt and 55,000
dtw to 75,000 dwt, as a maximum size vessel that transits
the Panama Canal. Other bulk carriers (4) grew in size to
up to 150,000 dwt. The conventional general cargo ships
has increased in size from 15,000 dwt to 23.000 dwt. (5)
According to recent studies of ALASTAIR Couper (6),
container revolution in size ranges as follows:

the

-during the 1960s, the container vessel carrying capacity
was 1,000 TEU (twenty-foot equivalent units);
-in the 1970s the range was 1,500 to 2,000;
-in the early 1980s 2,500 to 3,000
-more recently United States Lines have been operating
4,200 TEU capacity vessels on round-the-world services.
It is possible that container ships of

6,000

to

10,000

TEU will enter into operation.
The upsurge in demand for cruise liners has resulted in
their increase in size. The latest example is an order by
P & 0 (Peninsular

&

Orient)

for

a

40,000grt

vessel,

(gross registered tonnage).(7)
Though technological development in the shipping indus
try is costly, profitability when using modern methods is
also greater. Therefore one should avail oneself of the
necessary guidance to ensure that the efficiency of the
se new shipping instruments is being realised. This is
the regulatory side of the shipping technological evolu
tion.
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derived

from

technological

developments in shipping has a rather economic aim. In
order to spread the high costs generated by container
operations some liner companies have developed a consor
tia system.
-The UN Liner Code of Conduct was adopted in 1974 as one
of the best means to conciliate both shippers and shipow
ners, parts to the conference and also as a substantial
way in helping emerging shipping nations in establishing
and developing their

national

shipping.

The

following

institutional changes were more linked to the safety
aspects of shipping and shipping environment than to pro
tect maritime authorities and Classification Societies.
Certain international institutions directly concerned
with the subject, such as IMO and ILO, set up new regula
tions for safekly controlling ships design, ship buil
ding, the equipment and operations of ships. These regu
lations should prevent, or minimize damage caused to
ships themselves and to the enjyi'^onment , sea and sea
resources, in the event of any accident occurring. This
point is properly discussed under subsequent sections
(8). Technological development is also
new ship equipment.
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The present ships are adapted by
automation operation.
The result of using microelectronics on board is the
reduction of manning costs and
better controlled and
monitored machinery. Furthermore the microcomputer func66

lions assist satellite communications, ship repairs,
maintenance information systems, cargo planning and loa
ding etc. Research has already shown that fully automated
ships are possible and in the future tasks such as pain
ting and mooring may be accomplished by robathies
logy<9). This will reduce significantly the size
crew on board. Cooper makes the same observation
notes that in the 1950s a 10,000 dwt vessel had a

technoof the
when he
crew of

about 50, in the 1970s a 100,000 dwt bulk carrier was
crewed by 25 and today by 22. (10) Apart from the unemp
loyment problem which is not discussed,the equipment's
secondary purpose is to render operational tasks easier
to seafarers for whom the working environment needs to be
comfortable. The evolution evolves new problems relating
to training needs for maritime labour. The work force
is to be trained at the highest level so that it can ope
rate such

sophisticated vessels.

Technological development is derived from the need to
enhance shipping capacity; but trade policy is the direct
means to promote the national fleet by influencing to a
certain manner and extent, its market environment.
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This evolution is linked with
shipping technological
development. This factor, which is no less important than
the rest, has two interdependent
systems:

aspects

These are the

and

liberal

policies

the

in

two

basic

protectionism

policies in shipping. One or another model includes both
aspects, domestic and foreign. This means
attitude of
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the state towards its national shipping or in the
case vis a vis foreign trade.

second

It is not necessary to delve deeply into this section.
A brief statement concerning the characteristics of each
system in its evolutionary context will be made.
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A liberal policy is a synonym of free and fair competi
tion. Free seas principles go back to the Dutch lawyer
Grotius in the XVIIth century. There are no official and
universally accepted rules of shipping liberalism. But
according to the OECD's Code of liberalisation of ship
ping, such a policy should consist of recognition of the
principle of free and fair competition in sea

transport,

irrespective of the flag state. Under the policy of ship
ping liberalism, rights for free choice of carrier, be it
a foreign flag vessel or not, are given to shippers. The
achievement of the policy should be the operation of
shipping companies on the freight market, free from the
intervention of any public body, government or its agen
cies. Consequently, any form of shipping practice opposed
to this principle is protectionism. Somehow it is recog
nized that liberalism of the shipping market is favourab
le for the development of this sector.Unfortunately, the
word remains at the stage where slogans are not observed
by those who pronounce them. The following question is
relating to the evolution of the protectionism policy in
shipping.
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Protectionism policy aims at protecting, on the

national

level,the country's industry from external competition.
If duties levied on foreign products may be considered as
a form of such a policy, then not a single nation can
prevail as being a model of the liberalised form.
Many reasons are given in support

of

the

protectionism

policy. They are summed up in two points:
-to confirm the actual position of the country's merchant
fleet;
-and to develop this fleet in concordance to the planned
national economy needs.
For developing countries, such as mine,
I will add a
third point justifying protectionism:
-to enable a nascent merchant industry, which will
eventually be abl
'
disperse with assistance, to
become established.
Forms and measure of shipping protectionism are extremely
varied. This work will analyse only two main ones:
1- financial assistance for shipping mainly in the form of
subsidies,and
2- other separately classified forms of the state (govern
ment) support to shipping, such as :
^ preferential treatment of own ships in national ports
* cargo reservation,
^ control of foreign exchange.
* and the so-called "shipping etatisme"
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This form,the last one, consists of the direct involve
ment of the state in shipping: it may be national ship
ping companies when the state owns and controls them; it
may be that the fleet is partly controlled by the state
as share-holders in private shipping companies.
Much discussion and research has been conceived about
shipping policies.In this regard I will not contribute
anything new;but it is worthwile stating some basic
facts.
The shipping market is characterised

by

tremendous

on

going
technologycal developments and influenced by
expanded forms of policies and different types of measu
re taken.A brief examination of the present world ship
ping situation has the advantage of suggesting the neces
sary behaviour and useful actions to be succesfully adop
ted and undertaken in this field.
Firstly it is accepted that no type of shipping policy,
whether it is called liberalism or protectionism, is
considered as the best universally. From the technical
point of view the liberalist policy in its principles
seems to better suit shipping in the long run. But this
statement is not always verified and therefore no real
example of shipping practice can yet be found in any one
country.
The efficiency of one or another form depends on the
nature of the fleet and its role in the country's
economy. Obviously with a competitive (strong) fleet, the
system will appear to be liberalist, while a fleet with a
weak market position, will as a rule, need to be backed
to a certain extent in such a way as to enable them to
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stand the competition. Developing countries are often
accused of being protectionist. They are practicing what
is called "overt" protectionism. (11 > Shipping etat-isme is
one of the forms of such a policy, applied in some mar
ket-economy countries and mainly in the centrally-planned
states and largely in developing countries. The reasons
for the state to directly invest and control shipping is
that shipping is an international business and a capital
intensive industry and private capital in our countries
is generally weak and insufficient to create competitive
shipping services. Thus, aware of the importance of ship
ping and acting in the public interest in general, the
government is asked to intervene. Moreover its doubtful
that industrialized shipping nations, though they were
few in number at that time, did not need to promote, or
to protect as it is called today,their infant industry.
As for me, the term protectionism, when regarded negati
vely, should not be applied to LDC's shipping infant
industries establishment policies. The systems aiming to
settle such trade should be regarded as the fairly indi
cated liberalism.
Instead of being stuck to terms and
definitions,the Togolese shipping market not only remains
open to the open market worldwide but seeks ways and
means of expanding it. As stated previously:
-SOTONAN operates as a member of conference lines
-the free Port of Lome is assigned as objectives:
w tool for international development
* means for economic development.
This market policy is.applied through the facilities pro
vided and efforts made to permit other countries commerce
to flourish within the port.
Shipping etatisme or any overt policy
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should

not

be

a

\

standard or everlasting procedure. It should be adjusted
to the circumstances (national and international levels)
and end when the establishment stage is over. Again it is
not only unfair but impossible to compete as effectively
as the competitors if not given the same starting basis.
Secondly the LDCs cannot deny the importance to shipping
of technology development. Therefore they have to cope
with this in the long run, as an important condition to
keep the market. Already some LDC ports, as consequences
of ship technological development, serve as feeders for
other ports, since they have been overtaken by techno
logical development. Cooper (12) has properly observed
that "not only is new technology labour shedding, but it
is also-in its initial stages-a consumer of scarce capi
tal, a force for organizational change, and a demand of
new specialized skills".
Taking into consideration the important role of
for LDCs, the need to cope with

shipping

high cost technology and

deal with the market policy, one has a better idea con
cerning the international dimension of shipping which
calls for co-operation. Co-operation in shipping is evi
dently international; logical, regional strategy is one
to start with.
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Togolese maritime development depends on

the

co-ordina

tion of all the relevant activities and the latters inte
gration within the national economic framework. Some
relevant problems will be avoided and others solved.
Merchant marines should operate more economically and
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ocean resource uses such as fisheries should end up
better management. There is a high need for Togo to
to bilateral understanding and co-operation with its
ghbouring coastal countries, such as to better
advantage of the New Law of the Sea. (13)

with
come
nei
take

There are no boundaries for fish and marine pollution.
Any incident oil spill, chemical or whatever, in the
country could be carried within a short
neighbouring state zones and beyond.

period
Growth

to
in

the
the

fishing industry is promising, but research shows that
most of the stocks, pelagics and tuna are highly migrato
ry and are transboundary
Region. (1-4)

in

the

whole

West

African

Therefore a strategy for all West African coastal states
is advisable. The effectiveness of individual countries
to cope with maritime development problems, will be
greatly enhanced if regional policy harmonization, is to
a certain extent, achieved.Such a plan can be implemented
within the Economic Community Of West African States
(ECOWAS).(15)
To sum up, the necessary links between the regional sta
tes for better maritime development includes two types of
action:
-one is regarded as a "passive" harmonization
other is called "active" cooperation;

and

the

-in the first type, the state will see that national
legislation and regulations including the implemented
international standards are compatible, at least to a
certain acceptable degree, with the neighbouring coun
tries. For Togo these regulations should include
marine
law and fisheries regulations, environment protection
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policies, maritime transportation rules comprising some
port practices, ship control and other maritime safety
measures involving training rules for the

marine

labour

force.

-In the second type, states act together in the commonly
created activities they implemented for common profit.
In this connection West African states will benefit from
the following:
-joint pollution emergency teams and contingency plans.
This undertaking should be usefully guided by advice
included in the IMO Manual on oil pollution, section II
June 1973.
-pooling of suitable resources to form SAR by establi
shing a joint SAR organization as recommended by inter
national convention. (16)
-joint fisheries management industries
-sharing of a scientific information base

(meteorology,

oceanography and other natural phenomena)
-joint regional training facilities etc.
It is hoped that the present West African economic orga
nizations will see that their role in maritime develop
ment as a steadily increasing
their countries' needs.(17)

one

satisfactorily

meet

Indeed the encouraged co-operation with the multi-purpose
schemes among organizations may result in some shipping
improvements. Moreover, the participation in the plans of
the worldwide bodies solely dealing with maritime affairs
is probably more effective in maritime development.
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Inaugurated in 1959,the International Maritime Organisa
tion IMO, is the only United Nations specialized agency
created to deal solely with maritime promotion, especial
ly the improvement of safety at sea and pollution con
trol. Its governing body, the general assembly, today
includes 127 member states, all members of the United
Nations and one associate member. (18)
Meeting once every two years, the Assembly elects the

32

member governments to form the Council which, under the
Assembly, acts between sessions as IMO's governing body.
Various inter-governmental and non-governmental organiza
tions with an interest in shipping and other maritime
related matters have been granted consultative status
with IMO meaning that the interested bodies such as
INTERTANKO, ILO, ITF, ICS,IACS, lALA etc. may participate
in IMO meetings but not vote.
Most IMO work is carried out in number of committees and
sub-committees.
(see
below: the structure of IMO)
Assembly
Council
Maritime
Safety

Marine
Environ-

Legal
matters

Technical
Cooperation

Committee

Committee Committee Committee
Sub-Committees
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Facilitation
Committee

Sub-committee

Stability & load-lines
and fishing vessels safety

on

bulk

on

radio

chemicals
Sub-committee

Fire protection

communication
On ship design
& equipment

Standards of training
and watchkeeping

On safety of navigation

Carriage of dangerous
goods
Containers & cargoes

On life-saving appliances

The main functions of the IMO may be summarized
low :
1.

Promotion

of

maritime

safety

and

as

efficiency

fol

of

navigation
2. Prevention and control of marine pollution
3. Legal matters relating to shipping
4. Facilitation of maritime transport
5. Execute technical assistance programmes
6. And through the above mentioned, facilitation of coo
peration and understanding among member states.
The achievement of all these functions comes through the
adoption, ratification, implementation and even amendment
if necessary, by the member states of IMO legal docu
ments. Most of them are called conventions and a few are
referred to as agreements or
international
treaties and

protocols. They are all
thus their legal status

remains the same. Conventions within IMO establish accep
table international standards which when ratified and
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implemented by the member states eliminate differences
between national practices and consequently improve ship
ping safety and promote its economic target for the inte
rests of the world community. Here appears the real
importance of the IMO standards and the necessity of all
states, thus Togo, to be part of these legal instruments
and implement them.
It is not necessary to recall the international character
of shipping which is so developed that isolated action
cannot more successfully solve problems related to its
operations.Moreover,shipping practices are costly and
still constantly increasing. Therefore, without any glo
bal action, many LDCs cannot afford to go into shipping.
An example may be taken from the recent developments in
shipping technology and the consequences pertaining to
them.
Bigger in size, any

accident

involving

these

new

and

sophisticated ships may result in total loss and thus
not only the spill of thousands of tons of cargo but
also
disastrous oil pollution in the cases of ULCC or
VLCC tankers.
This became evident with the
accidents of the Torrey
Canyon of 1967 and the Amoco Cadiz of Febuary 1978. (19)
IMO Safety Committee was urged to find an international
solution to prevent or minimize, the effects of such
incidents.Therefore, new expensive safety equipment on
board ships and quite costly changes in tanker design
were introduced by MARPOL 73/70. Some of these new requi
rements apply to new ships of more than 20,000 dwt as
follows:
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1.

Segregated ballast tanks (SET) which are spaces
reserved solely for ballast and cannot be loaded with
cargo oil. Such requirements mean a decrease in
pro
fit for safety enhancement, for a 120,000 dwt tanker's
effective carrying capacity becomes 80,000 dwt.

2. Protective location (PL) is the requirement which is
to arrange the design of ships so that ballast spaces
are on the outside of ships or in such locations to
prevent oil spillage in the event of grounding or col
lision.
3. Crude oil washing (COW) is the system whereby cargo
oil is" used instead of sea water to wash away the
residues left clinging to tanks. This system is more
effective. And to prevent
any explosion occurring
during the washing phase, inert gas systems should be
used.
4. Inert gas systems (IGS) which are designed

to

reduce

the oxygen content of the atmosphere in cargo tanks
during and after discharge of cargo oil in order to
eliminate the risk of explosion. Suitable inert gas is
usually obtained by piping boiler flue gas, after it
has been cleaned, into the cargo tanks.
In addition to the aforementioned
requirements are issued as follows:

vessels,

the

above

1. for passenger ships
2. for chemical tankers
3. for gas carriers
4. for crane carriers
In the last 25 years, IMO has promoted
nearly

30

treaty

instruments.
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the
These

adoption

of

conventions,

agreements and protocols cover many aspects of maritime
safety and pollution prevention, tackling the following
problems (20):
1. preventing operational pollution
2.
3.
4.
5.

reducing accidents
reducing the consequences of accidents
providing compensation
helping implementation

Clarifications of the abovementioned problems
of the IMO main treaty instruments divided
major classes as stated in Annex II.
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consist
into

three

Adopted in 1965, the Convention on Facilitation of Inter
national Maritime Traffic (FAD aims to aid co-operation
between governments in order to be able to more properly
tackle common problems.
Numerous codes and recommendations

are

I i i t e r n a t i d n a i Maritime Organisation
above reviewed major international

adopted

by

the

(IMO)
besides the
treaties. Neither

codes nor recommendations are binding to governments
apart from the I M O conventions.But these Codes and Recommandations may usefully provide guidance for framing
national
maritime
regulations.
As conventions are
obviously useful tools for Togo, I would like to suggest
some of the codes that are of a particular importance for
the country.
-International Maritime Dangerous Code (IMDG first
ted in 1965)

adop

-Code of Safety for Fishermen and Fishing Vessels (1974)
-Code on Noise Level on Board Ships (1981)
-Medical First Aid Guide For Use in Accidents Involving
Dangerous Goods (MFAG), and Emergency Procedure for
ships carrying dangerous goods (EMS) 1981. etc.
No matter what substance is involved, marine pollution is
no less an international problem than maritime safety is.
Therefore, the worldwide nature of these problems means
that the shipping industry as a whole cannot be safely
and commercially developed for the benefit of ail coun
tries interested unless
both developing and developed
combine their resources and act together for this purpo
se. It is of great importance for the LDCs, thus Togo,
that have up till now unfortunately shown a most non
existent representation within the development of inter80

national maritime treaties, to participate

in

the

evo

lution of the IMO standards underlined in the Annex II.
It is significant that Togo, since June 20,1983 has been
a member of IMO. (important action); but more important
is the pressing need for the country to acceed to IMO
international treaties, so as to gain the advantages they
provide for those who implement them. The country would
play a profitable role in port state control by applying
safety standards to foreign ships.International Standards
cannot be successfully applied by a port state that is a
non-party to these conventions. But the opposite is pos
sible. Togo national lines calling at foreign ports comp
ly properly with international safety standards already
adopted by the port states. MARPOL 73/78 provides for no
favourable treatment of ships of non-parties as mentioned
bellow:
"With respect
convention,

to

parties

the

ships

of

non-parties

to

the

shall apply the requirements of the

present convention as may be necessary to ensure that no
more favourable treatment is given to such ships". (21)
If the adoption of IMO legal documents is advisable, the
best way for my country to take advantage of its member
ship of IMO is to contribute to the latter's standards
evolution.
"....most of IMO's work is perfomed on the
basis of consultation and consensus,...". (22) This sen
tence from the Secretary General of IMO summarizes the
benefit

from

the

necessary participation of developing

countries in forums of the IMO. These forums are charac
terized by the spirit of understanding and critical dis
cussions in such a way that participants without any
exception are making their own decisions. In endorsing
the point of view of Professor Vanshiswar (23) such acti
ve participation would ensure the following:
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1. The effective capability of the country to carry on
work more adequately with different maritime matters.
2. Additional knowledge and experience gained by the
country's
representatives
through entertainments,
debates and consultations.
3. Gaining prepared ground for international cooperation
by making new friends.
4. The country's needs in technical assistance
is
expressed and made known to developed countries.
This last point appears rather important for my country
as it is for LDCs in general. It has been underlined
that the necessary but difficult task of implementing
maritime standards is far reaching and is also a costly
requirement. The purpose of the IMO technical assistance
programme, as mentioned earlier, is to help states, espe
cially developing countries, to ratify and then to imple
ment IMO conventions and other instruments, thereby con
tributing to their successful economic and social deve
lopment. The technical co-operation committee's assistan
ce to the world maritime community includes
-marine pollution
-port and harbours
-and shipping.
*The

marine

pollution

field

embraces

the

pollution

control and prevention, establishment of regional oil
combating centers and the study of arrangements ‘for
cooperation among states in the event of pollution.
i^Technical assistance within port and harbour consists
of port planning and its development.
♦Un shipping, the T.C. helps
maritime

legislation

within
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in

drafting
countries

or

improving

or harmonizing

them at the regional level,
-contributing to enhancing maritime safety, seeing to
safe handling and transport of dangerous goods, -radio
communications
-shipbuilding and shiprepair, and
development of maritime training.
The T.C. achieves these objectives through the following:
-IMO advisers and consultants experts
maritime fields;

in

a

variety

of

-Seminars and workshops around the world;
-Technical assistance projects carried out on the spot;
-Providing training fellowships.
Training appears to be the cornerstone of
assistance programme. The most recent

the
and

technical
important

achievement in that field is the creation of the
level training institute, the World Maritime

highest

University,in Sweden. The WMU, established in July, 1983,
provides training in English to high level maritime
personnel in all areas of shipping and related maritime
activities for two years, leading to a Master of Science
Degree.
Courses are run from February to December and
following subjects:

offer

the

-General Maritime Administraiton
-Maritime Safety Administration (Nautical&Engineering)
-Maritime Education (Nautical&Engineering)
-Technical Management of Shipping Companies
In Togo,taking

advantage

of
83

technical

assistance

for

training purpose is probably one of the priorities in
setting up the country's maritime industry. The above
developments confirm the effectiveness of the IMO as far
as shipping safety and cleaner ocean matters are concer
ned. In such fields it has been noted that the key-word
to success is co-operation among all concerned. Not only
does IMO facilitate and encourage co-operation at ail
levels, but the organization also achieves its technical
assistance programme through international cooperation.
Therefore, and regarding the international worldwide cha
racter of shipping,the more we extend our act to other
maritime related bodies, the more we increase the chances
of success .
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Varieties of maritime related bodies and their activities
evolving standards,whether set up at, private, national
or international level, are all practically involved in
maritime development. Several of them started their acti
vities before IMO was created but a number of them have
made their appearance rather recently. It follows that
numerous maritime standards are separately promoted at
the
IMO forum. These instruments have been shown to be
efficient in helping to enhance shipping and shipping
environmental development. This section will consider
briefly examples of these types of bodies and regu
lations, the concurrence of which may be of a certain
help to LDCs such Togo in maritime development,as made
necessary by the current situation in this Sector.
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In Togo, the seafarers' welfare question is raised among
current problems that need to be given satisfactory solu
tions in the near future. Therefore the participation of
the country in the evolution of the maritime labour
coventions and recommendations would be beneficial for
the purpose. It cannot be so unless the country is a mem
ber of the International Labour Organisation
<ILO>
forum. The ILO is
Office in Geneva.

UN

special agency and has its Head

Labour law embodies various rules governing employment,
renumeration, conditions of work, trade unions and labour
management relations. Labour legislation aims not only at
the improvement of the workers' social conditions but
also at the enhancement of safety of ships, cargo, ship
environment and also at the most important, the safety of
seamen. Seafaring nations have experienced the fact that
if the crew on board a ship is not safe, the cargo, the
ship and the environment is not safe either.
For the protection of seafarers the most important among
all ILO Conventions is probably Convention no. 147, con
cerning minimum standards on merchant ships. The Conven
tion entered into force on November 28, 1981, and con
tains only five articles briefly reviewed as follows:
-The State ratifying the Convention should take

measures

such to ensure that international minimum safety stan
dards are complied with. This should be done through
national regulations controlling competency, hours of
work and manning, shipboard work and living conditions,
and also appropriate social security measures.
In the other words (24) the State is required to
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ensure

that adequate provisions exist in respect of

engagement

of seafarers, investigation of complaints, training and
inspection, and to hold an official enquiry into any
serious maritime casualties.
-The provisions under the convention should be
implemented through the port state control. Safety ins
pections by the latter includes ships from non-party
states to the conventions.
-To summerise, convention no. 147 refers to numerous con
ventions under the same organization and dealing with:
^Medical examination of seafarers.
^Shipowner's liability in case of sickness or injury
seamen.

of

«Food and catering for ships crew.
^Seamen's articles of agreements.
ifRight to organize and collective bargaining.
♦^Accidents prevention.
i^Minimum age and so on.
-And obviously, the ratification of the ILO convention
no. 147 makes it necessary for Togo as earlier mentio
ned, to become party to the most important IMO safety
instruments such as:
-SOLAS Conventions (SOLAS 1974 and 78 protocal)
-LL convention
-STCW convention
-and COLREG convention.
CSee Annex IV:ILO Convention 147)

UNCTAD was established in 1964 by the UN General Assembly
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in Geneva.
In shipping, commercial development cannot be separated
from safety improvement. But the UN working through UNC
TAD, has developed the commercial aspects for the bene
fit of maritime countries and mainly for the LDCs. The
more actively Togo participates in the forums of UNCTAD,
the quicker the country will gain an effective shipping
economics strategy.
Prior to UNCTAD I, the shipping problems of LDCs
rang
ed from complete dependence on foreign flags to carry
their foreign trade to those who were struggling to
establish and expand their national merchant fleets. (25)
UNCTAD seeks to

promote

cooperation

in

shipping and to harmonize the shipping
governments and regional economic entities.

the

field

of

policies

of

In this context, UNCTAD arranges forums where govern
ments, shipowners, shippers, ports authorities and all
those involved in maritime matters can elaborate through
agreements, measures to cover the pursuit of both LDCs
and developed countries. The achievements of UNCTAD in
the field of
points. (26):

shipping

may

be summarized in six major

-The improvement of the LDC ports.
-The adoption of Hamburg rules.
-The adoption of UN conventions on the international mul
timodal transport of goods.
-The entry into force of the UN Code for Liner Conference
on October 6, 1983.
-The establishment of the shippers councils in the
and
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LDCs,

-The achievement of the 10% target of the world fleet for
LDCs in the second UN development decade. LDC fleets grew
from 8.1 in 1964 to 10.8 in 1980 to 15.8 in 1983 equiva
lent to an increase in tonnage of 11 million grt in 1964,
44.7 million grt in 1980 and 66.3 million grt in
1983.(27)
Apart from UNCTAD, the work within "Le Comite Maritime
International" (CMI) should retain the LDC's attention
for shipping development. Established in 1896 and made up
of national maritime law associations,it is assigned the
heavy task of unifying international maritime law. LDCs
need effective concurrence of other interntional organi
zations which are more or less involved in maritime
affairs. The most important of these are:
-World Health Organization (WHO) for maritime health,
-International Hydrographic
Organization
(IHO)
for
hydrography and chart establishment,
-International Telecommunication Union (ITU) for maritime
communi cat ions
-World Meteorological Organization
weather and

(WMO)

-The United Nations Environment Program
environmental protection.
All countries need to protect their
against pollution from ships and

for
(UNEP)

maritime
for

the

marine environment
the major negative

effects evolved by maritime activities. The UNEP collabo
ration is needed even more today in Togo since the coun
try is concerned not only with ordinary environmental
problems, but also with the serious problem of the ero
sion of its coast.
In order to make the afore-suggested multisectorial mari88

time policy successful, the country may strenghthen
national potential with effective relevant contributions
from private or national organizations devoted solely to
the purpose. Only two examples of these governmental
organizations are given below:
itDOSP and ICOD, both Canadian.
1) The Dalhousie Ocean Studies Program (DOSP) established
in 1979 as Canada's main centre of research and
development in the Ocean Law and policy field, has
concentrated its efforts on the Third World ocean
development issues (26). DOSP has carried out impor
tant work
policies.

relating to
Law of the

port
Sea,

developments, maritime
etc. in the Carribbean

Islands and Southeast Asia. Sustaining its activities,
the DOSP recently extended its investigations to the
benefit of the West African maritime world. (29)
2) The International Centre for Ocean Development (ICOD)
is a Crown Corporation within the Canadian development
assistance structure providing advisory and technical
assistance to developing coastal states in ocean resour
ces management. The Centre provides for:
-Marine information
-Technical assistance
-Funding viable projects
-Training fellowships on-spot or in Canada
-Organizing seminars.
The policy of ICOD (30) is to help the LDCs to become

in

the long-run self-sufficient. While underlining the inte
rests of ocean uses, it is the right moment to suggest
the

necessary

complementary
89

of standards pertaining to

various aspects of maritime law which have been reviewed
above. Moreover, the law of the sea, vis a vis maritime
transportation, should be for Togo a subject of conside
ration and analysis since this type of international
standard provides the "Code of Conduct" for all ocean
usesOl).
In Togo maritime boundaries need more clarifi
cation so as to allow adjustment of rights but also
duties of the country on the ocean, resulting from the
consequences of UNCLOS III.

Under the title "basic trends for maritime activities
development" the international dimension of maritime
affairs as a whole and shipping

international

characte

ristics have been reconfirmed. The conclusion derived
from the overview is that whether considered under safe
ty, economic or commercial aspects, success in shipping
nowadays depends heavily on effective international coo
peration of all kinds. Ocean policy and development can
not be fragmented. This is not only verified at the
national level but also at the international level. Har
monization, integration of international maritime stan
dards on the one hand and active cooperation between
shipping nations, world private shipping and maritime
institutions on the other means that the proper grounds
should be prepared at the country's level for that purpo
se. The subsequent chapter deals with the proposals for
maritime infrastructure development.
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Based upon the above examined maritime potentials and
handicaps preventing their development,the constitution
of a new policy that will cover the multisectorial
approach to marine affairs is proposed. The main duties
of the Togolese Maritime Administration for future mari
time development will be suggested by taking into account
tasks assigned to any model administration on the one
hand and the national risks on the other.
A proposed pattern for the maritime administration which
is materializing ir^ an organizational structure will end
the development/i^f of this chapter.
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Maritime policy should not be fragmented. The above study
including the review of the country's maritime
potential and the available information about
world
maritime trends indicates that sound investment in ship94

w

ping is likely to result in a number of benefits such as:
-net savings on foreign exchange or net profits from
shipping operations.
-assistance in the form of value added to
foreign trade and so on.

the

country's

But benefits from and potential for broader developmental
impact through sound investment in shipping depends sig
nificantly on how shipping is integrated with, and con
tributes to, the economic development of the country.
The maritime development policy to b^^suggested primarily
for Togo is that of an economic linkages plan. This poli
cy is two -fold:
-The national maritime industry as a whole, and
-The backward and forward linkage with the rest of
economic diversification and development for Togo.
These two

considerations

explain

partly

what

may

the

be

understood by "sound investments".
wThe present sea uses policy is to be co-ordinated within
the actual ocean resources management. The national ship
ping company and the port operation should have their
activities directed by a co-ordinative policy. Both sec
tors of activities have to match their policy with fishe
ries departments. All these activities are to be planned
in such a manner as to ensure after a certain build-up
period, the availability of necessary services at the
national level,instead of relying on foreign shipping
resources. The country could utilize domestic crews,
management and insurance, communications, vessel repairs,
spare parts and supplies and possibly even locally built
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ships. In Togo studies are to be carried out to determine
resources that should be profitably acquired billaterally
or at the regional level.
At the national level, the country may successfully
undertake to draw-up and control the safety and equipment
measures for small fishing boats and canoes, equipped
with motors. The aforesaid undertaken activities are to
be linked, as far as the policy guiding their development
is concerned, to other potential maritime activities such
as: marine scientific research, hydrocarbon or offshore
oil and gas exploitation, coastal tourism development and
so on.
<^The economic 1inkages'include not only coordination and
complementarity maritime activities but also the inte
gration

of

maritime sector development in the country's

economic plan. Demand in

shipping is obviously a derived

demand and the effective accomplishment of shipping
vices needs to be backed up
the policy of other national
air,road and rail road has a
port. The performance of the

ser

by other services. Therefore
m ^ n s of transport such as
certain impact on sea trans
country's sea transportation

and thus the necessary development of the

national

port

is influenced by sectors of development and their future
achievement policies, such as agriculture, industry, com
merce which determine the needs of sea import and export
transport.
In order to avoid wasteful projects, inve
stment in shipping needs to

be

linkable

as

aforesaid.

Since shipping has an increasing capital intensive natu
re, any investment failure may result in heavy losses.
The multisectorial approach helps the country in setting
priorities to be undertaken for their estimated profita
bility. The system suggests careful consideration of pro96

r

per economic evaluation and feasibility studies before
new investments are undertaken in the sector. The impor
tance for Togo of such a policy appears through the
actual need to extend the country's maritime sector to
certain potential activities favourable
development.

to

its

One recognizes the critical need for an integrated

further

mana

gement of marine resources; but one also understands how
difficult it is to actually implement such concept in the
overall development .The policy of marine resources deve
lopment must be consistent with the national development
policy,including mainly economic considerations.A variety
of conflicting interests have to be ^counted for.This task
appears more complex when regional and international
impact on such resources' management are analysed. In
considering the above-mentioned problems pertaining to
marine resource management,a proper body sould be created
for such purpose.This body would be qualified as the
national institute of marine resource (NIMAR). In Togo,
NIMAR,whatever its nomination, would be organised in a
way so as to perform its task successfully:It would inc
lude a small staff composed of well trained people.Its
objectives would mainly be the coordination and centrali
sation. of required information,especially on
marine
technology and all necessary functions to reach the
objectives of NIMAR.These ojectives can be summarised as
follows: -Determination of the existing marine resourced
-Assessment of the needed and the available
technology and
-the training
need
for
local
personnel.
The summerised objectives should serve for the realisa
tion of the direct purpose inscribed in the national
development plan;that is the economical integration of
97

marine and maritime resource management.
The policy suggested above , the overall approach of Togo
maritime affairs, is included in the country's institu
tional and jurisdictional framework for maritime develop
ment. This is relevant to the maritime administration.
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A quick review of national experiences as
earlier
mentioned (Chapter 3) indicates that the institutional
and jurisdicational framework still needs
with

the

country's

maritime

to

keep

pace

development. This task is

part of the functions of the national maritime
tration, the Maritime Directorate (MD).

adminis

The MD may be referred to as the Maritime Safety Adminis
tration. This nomination is the country's own choice.The
role and functions of the MD may also be extended or
reduced, depending on the country's maritime development
or the national risks. But there are two major common
characteristics
nistration .

to

the

functions of any maritime admi

As stated by a professor on Maritime Administration,
(1)
these functions have to be developmental and regulatory
in comformity with the
standards.

relevant

international

maritime

The functions of the MD should result in an effective and
direct contribution to the national economic
the

tangible

development

of
98

the

growth

country's

and

maritime

industry promotion. These are the developmental aspects
which are contributory to the overall economic policy
decisions such as:
1. The proper analysis and determination of the most
suitable types and number of ships required to meet
the scale of development planned.
2. Development of the required labour force for the
shipping industry.
3. Expansion of marine ancillary industries.
4. Development of employment opportunities for
seafarers etc.

national

The regulatory functions are directly linked to the
safety aspects of shipping and navigation, including the
protection of the marine environment. In turn, these
functions ensure the planned economic development and may
include the following:
1. Avoidance of disasters
damages.

and

consequential

losses

or

2. Conservation of foreign exchange.
3. Reduction of maintenance costs for ships, etc.
In

Togo,

with

respect

to

the

duties

the

Maritime

Directorate is required to perform in connection with
maritime affairs at its current stage of development, the
institution is expected to be the specialized executive
arm of the government as regards all national maritime
matters. This system is not the same for all developed
maritime countries.
In fact most of the latter have a
special ministry in charge of marine affairs, while
in
the LDCs.the same Ministry usually joins marine matters
with other functions. Therefore the main body solely dea
ling with maritime development on behalf of the govern99

ment is the Maritime Directorate.

In short, the main objectives of the
the following;

MD

should

include

1. The super intendency and coordination of the national
shipping development policies.
2. The promotion and de\*^opment of all maritime standards
involved.
3. Following the sectors development plans and adju
stments and being a central source of information con
cerning them.
4. A conciliative institution of all conflicting national
maritime industry interests.
The MD's main functions include:
1. General superintendence and coordination
2. Registration of ships and the issue of certificates of
registry and related functions.
3. Surveys, inspections of ships and certification of
ships
<fexamination and certification of seafarers
^manning of ships
»tinquiries and investigations into shipping
ties

casual

^contingency planning for the combat of marine
lution
^maritime search and rescue (SAP)
^wrecks
4. Crew matters
^contract of employment
♦fdisc ipl ine
100

pol

^safety, health and welfare
registration of seamen.
The maritime Directorate could not achieve the important
economic role within maritime industry, unless the proper
attributions to and qualifications of its professional
personnel are clearly laid down and defined by the mer
chant shipping legislation. This important phase in the
development of the national maritime infrastructure is
considered under the proposed archetype of the National
Maritime Administration.
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Proposals are directly linked to the whole maritime
infrastructure
development.
As aforesaid, the most
central and concerned institution to
vouch for the
country's maritime economic development is the Maritime
Administration. The pattern to be proposed should be
adaptable so as to assist the urgent national maritime
needs.This is to facilitate the undertakings for the
major roles leading to long-term maritime development.
Targets to be achieved and revealed throughout the study
are as follows:
1. Policy of Plan and Coordination

The institutional framework should be provided within the
Maritime Directorate in order to compensate for the lack
of coordination between activities of the national ship
ping company, the port, the fisheries and the

CNCT

with

NAVITOGO. Again the MD will see that such a necessary
coordination is effective not only among the existing
101

activities, but also through integrated plan with new
important activities to be launched forth with, such as
coastal tourism, oil and gks and
marine scientific research, etc.

mineral

exploitation,

2. Fisheries Development Policy

This sector will have a more complementary relationship
not only between the two ministries in charge of fishe
ries, but also a closer liaison with the work of the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, on the one side and on the
other with the Maritime Directorate. It is impossible to
plan fishing without a clear view of the national policy
on the Law of the Sea which is currently relevant and
cotrolled by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Fishing
licences, fish inspection, safety regulations including
ships and fishing boat inspection, the marine environment
protection etc, are the major needs to be provided by MD
services. The current failure of fisheries regulations
includes economics and commercial aspects of the sector.
Such urgent cases will find adequate solutions from the
effective participation of the MD service, leading to a
useful cooperation with sectors concerned at the national
and regional levels. Consequently, fishing zones will

be

clearly determined, the catch of different species regu
lated, the maximum sustainable yield (MSY) indicated,
commercial methods selected and bilateral or regional
strategy for stocks management specified etc. The
sted

policy

sugge

will efficiently tackle,problems evolved by

the transboundary nature of fish (and other living mari
ne resources), the international character of the genera
ted pollution from'ocean usage and the consideration
the cross-impacts of ocean resource exploitation.
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3. The Policy

Regarding

National

Shipping

and

Navi

gation

a. A general assembly at a high level, whatever the
designation ,is, would set up more specifications regar
ding the renewal of the infrastructure of the shippers
council to help the latter in achieving its important
target, national shipping promotion with the protection
of shippers and merchant fleet interests. The renewed
infrastructure would include:
-Determination and provisions for competent personnel
-Facilitation of the training needed
-Guarantee

of

possibilities

to

participate

into

international forums relevant to the CNCT activities
-Effective employment and control of independent
agents
ports.

representing

the

CNCT interests in foreign

-As close relationship with the Maritime Directorate
and better connections with other maritime sectors.
b . The national merchant marine would operate more
fitably by undertaking the following:

pro

-Close cooperation with the MD as regarding safety
and labour matters, better understanding with other
shipping companies and a policy link with the remai
ning marine sectors.
-Provision for coordination
secondary port of Kpeme.

with

the

MD

and

the

-A long- term policy for the fleet development in
order to be competitive without any backed force for
this purpose.
-Clear boundaries to

be
103

set

between

economic

and

non-economic factors. While, for commercial safety
operations in shipping, the latter should be backed
up by appropriated funds, operations within the first
factor must be submitted to strict management rules.
c. The Port Authority (PAL) would be more developmental
if it expanded its co-operation policy. On the natio
nal level,clear definitions as to the relationships
between the port and the MD should be given.Such con
currence should be more specified regarding safety of
navigation. The MD will therfore steadily play its
role that is partly accomplished by the port at pre
sent. The closer work of the port with the MD will
help getting rid of obsolete regulations presently
applied in the harbour. Because of its close position
to some ports in the neighbouring states,the PAL
should remain competitive by:
-continuous adaptation
economy and commerce,

of

its

strategies

regarding

-enhancement of the port services quality by keeping pace
with new technology and clients needs,
-consequently improve the personnel competencies and
facilitate the maximum use of such competencies to serve
the port's needs for economic development
-establish an economic planning Department in the port to
deal solely with the

economic

aspects,

statistics

and

relevant useful up-dated information worldwide, studies
of market conditions and strategy plans,
-monitor the necessary concurrence bilaterally or regio
nally with other foreign ports to better achieve some
economic but also safety aspects. Safety and port envi
ronment

protection

should

be

effective through coope

ration because its equipment is expensive and the PAL can
1 04

not afford such. Among the necessary

equipment

is

that

concerning oil combating.
4.Training and Other Maritime Labour Matters

The present training policy is to be encouraged by
following:
-efforts to keep pace with training and eduction

the

with

the marine environment requirements
-a policy of regional cooperation in training
-training of the whole maritime labour,not only in one
sector,so as to reduce training costs and make them
more effective.
-acceptance of training based on the international
maritime standards. To fully attain the required
levels some points still have to be achieved in this
area.These requirements are stated below:
w A national maritime training board should be set
up to work solely on man-power matters viz trai
ning and certification. The board should take
part in appreciating the regional training pro
grammes, study conditions, evaluation systems
and thus remain competent, among other things,to
issue certificates.
» The board should be headed by the MD and
should include all the maritime activities invol
ved .
The board may successfully work to solve
actual marine labour unemployment problem
its significant consequences.
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5. Maritime Standards Policy

None of the maritime standard aspects have been effecti
vely undertaken . Therefore and having in mind the impor
tance of such legal tools for the country's maritime
development,

the

following proposals would help to pro

perly cover the gap.
The Maritime Directorate (MD) has to promote,

adopt

and

develop the national maritime legislation, law and regu
lations with the effective cooperation of all the mariti
me bodies and institutions concerned. These will include
the Maritime Law and the Law of the Sea aspects.
The Maritime Law comprises
«The international commercial law
ifThe law of shipping and navigation, aimed at pro
tecting lives and property
i(The maritime infrastructures viz ports,

maritime

labour, etc. regulations.
The enforcement of the Maritime Law at the national level
will increase the country's maritime development since
the adopted regulations are in conformity with the com
monly accepted international shipping economics and com
merce and

ship safety and

environment protection.

- The law of the sea not only regulates sea and sea-uses
but also ship safety matters. Articles 91,93 and 94 of
UNCLOS III are relevant to the question of registration
of ships.
Under the auspices of the MD the national law of the
sea committee will be set up. The Committee will review
the following, after careful consideration of the
1 06

pro-

visions of the New Law of the Sea (UNCLOS III)
^National maritime boundaries
Transit rights.
Delimitation and the High Seas jurisdication.
The boundaries question remains unclear and
baseline not defined.
Environmental protection

and

other

duties

the

of

the

country
wOcean resources management and conflicts resolution.
The question of

greatest importance,

the

establishment

of a proper Maritime Administration for a developing
country in general and for Togo in particular, has been
raised earlier. Such a necessity is being stressed
through the afore-suggested tasks to be undertaken for
the country's maritime development. Moreover the only
body that may properly vouch for the implementation of
any international standards is obviously the Maritime
Directorate. Since the functions of the Maritime Directo
rate contribute to the country's economic development and
considering the fact that in Togo the duties and respon
sibilities of this Directorate have to a certain extent
increased, the MD must accordingly be empowered to effec
tively accomplish its duties. The roles and functions of
the MD have to be clearly set up within the Merchant
Shipping Act. The necessaryd legal tool would include:
-National maritime policy promotion, coordination,
gration and implementation body.

inte

-Maritime standards draft-adoption-implementation.
-A central governmental Institution for national maritime
economic promotion plan-adjustment among maritime sectors
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of activities and with the country's economic development
p 1an.
-Central Institution for the conciliation of conflicts of
interests:
^maritime safety constraints on the one side and
maritme economic needs on the other (shipowners,
shippers and all concerned)
*fthe training and defense of all

maritime

labour

interests (employers, employees, seafarers, off
shore personnel of the maritime and maritime
related sectors)
^safety and administrative matters
-A Central Informative Institution concerning
try's

maritime

the

coun

matters that sees after the creation and

development of new maritime activities in the country and
the appropriate institution to vouch for them.
-As the national maritime training and certification
body, the MD is directly concerned with marine scientific
research and technical cooperation with organizations on
the national and
international levels. The MD should
have the leading role as regards the promotion of :
-crew matters
-examination and certification
-manning of ships and
-training.

Role of M D regarding

training,

crew

matters,

e xamina

tion and certification and manning of ships.

This is an important task. The national economic develop106

ment

is

closely

linked

human

to

resource

development.

- Marine training, examination and certification of sea
farers are three essential areas that are closely linked
in the chain which determines the standards of safety
and efficiency of shipping. Therefore, to better achieve
such duties in the maritime sector, the maritime admi
nistration (MD) as the government representative, has to
play the leading role. The MD in my point of view
appears to be the most appropriate body to work social
ly, politically, and economically in harnessing maritime
labour, utilizing it appropriately to the maximum natio
nal advantage with the simultaneous protection of seafa
rers' interests and the national maritime industry bene
fits.
The MD, dealing with the

training

and

maritime

labour

of

man-po-

matters should:
1 - assess the maritime man-power needs
2- plan for and ensure the availability

such

wer both in quantity and in quality
3 - ensure that the laws and

regulations

applied

to

the

maritime labour suit their extraordinary working
environment which is under nationally and internatio
nally derived pressures.
4- have the leading role in coordinating

the

National

the

efforts

of

Maritime Training Board to efficiently

achieve the training objectives.
Course programmes should cover:
for ratings -deck department
-engine room department
-catering department
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for officers-deck department
-engine room department
Additional special courses should be programmed if nee
ded .
-recruitment policy to be formulated (number and quality)
-assistance through and from
needs which are costly.

IMO

for

those

training

Role of MD regarding the national port development
Aspects pertaining to the port and in which the MD would
need to be involved in entail for
-the necessary relationship between MD and port (to maxi
mum national advantage).
In Togo while the port has been developed the MD and thus
its safety branch has not received the attention that it
deserves. This aberration is probably due either to the
lack of understanding of the advantages of effective
co-orperation or to the lack within the MD of any adequa
te infrastructure to play the relevant role within the
port, or due to both factors.
The advantages of such cooperation between the MD and
the port of Lome are derived from the obvious fact that
since the port is for the use of ships and
port safety
is inter-linked to the ships' safety matters which are
carried out by the MD safety branch services, both insti
tutions (MD and Port) remain complementary. Sharing the
point of view of an eminent MSA professor (2), MD func
tions will contribute directly to the port development
and enhance its regulatory machine.
110

-the port

development

various areas (3)
the intended ships

functions

include

expertise

in

such as -suitability of the port to
-assessment of the port needs
marine personnel
-assistance in the development
regulation for port safety

in
of

-The regulatory functions are related to:
-registration of port crafts,
-survey/inspection and
tion of ships

certifica

-ensuring adequate provision of
reception facilities conforming
to the regulations
-ensuring the port

participation

to SAR and to the national con
tingency plan for combating mari
ne pollution etc.
The role and

the

functions

of

MD

regarding

national

fleet development.
In Togo the MD contributions to

national shipping

deve

lopment are directly given through
-marine labour resource development
-assistance in economic and commercial strategy (4)
As earlier stated, within future plans for maritime deve
lopment in Togo, the role of the MD towards the

national

fleet must ensure:
-safety of shipping and marine environment protection
-marine crews development and advice to the government
on matters pertaining to:
-implementation of maritime standards.
Ill

-shipping policy such as acquisition of ships, marine
insurance and the fleets fiscal regime matters,, freight
rate and other shipping strategy matters.
In dealing with this issue an Author (5)

has

adovocated

that the Maritime (safety) Administration is expected to
have roles and functions covering three main areas:
1. government support/incentives,

as

earlier

mentioned

(Chapter 4 section 1)
2. cost aspects including: -capital equipment
-running costs
-insurance and taxes.
3. regulatory aspects as mentioned above (section 5)
Again, the above will not be efficiently and effectively
performed, unless there is a close co-operation between
the MD and the shipping industry, especially the national
fleet.
Firmly attached to the economic importance of the Mari
time Administration, the latter should be properly equip
ped for its work. Such efficiency of the MD will be lar
gely dependant on the adaptability of its structure to
the country's risks and the regional and international
implications of maritime affairs. Taking into considera
tion all the above statements, the new pattern for the
national Maritime Administration is presented in chart 1
(page...)-The
lows :

functions

-The Government of the

and duties involved are as fol

country:

top

decisions

in

the

maritime field influen
cing the country's inte
rests
112

are directly rele-

vant to the

Government's

power.
They are generally long
term matters initiated by
relevant
experts,
viz
approvals, international
regulations etc.
-The Ministry of Commerce and Transport (MCT)
This is the ministry titular of

the

country's

merchant

shipping and the national marine and maritime related
industry. National and international trade and transport
is
under MCTcontrol, including maritime commerce. The
refore, even though the below mentioned maritime entities
keep useful relations with the MD and other ministries,
they have to report to the MCT. These are, SOTONAM, PAL,
CNCT, NAVITOGO, Fisheries, private shipping companies and
all groups envolved in maritime activities.
-Permanent Panel for maritime affairs (MPP>
The proposed body acts for quick solutions to interministeriel maritime problems, the panel comprises professio
nal personnel representative of all the Ministries or
insititutions involved in maritime matters. The president
of the panel is the ministry titular of the maritime
affairs namely the Director of the MD. Each delegation
has one representative from each of the following
mi
nistries or institutions:(6).
-MD for the MCT
-Ministry of Foreign Affairs (LOS)
-Directorate for Fisheries for Ministry of Rural
113

Equip-

ment and Ministry of Rural development
-Direction of fellowships and post training for the
nistry of Training and Scientific Research
-Ministry of Health and Social Security

Mi

-Ministry of Planning
-Ministry of Economy and Finance
-SOTONAM
-CNCT
-PAL
The panel meets under the auspices of its president or
the MCT to work on matters that need quick solutions
that should not be delayed because of

the

interrelation

of the relevant maritime matters. The institutions may be
called to meetings by the Director General of the MD who
is the president of the Panel; other ministries may call
for the meeting of the MPP by contacting the minister
titular of maritime affairs. The relevant matters falling
under the MPP may involve economic, commercial or safety
interests. Copies of the report on the meetings are dis
tributed to each of the ministries for approval and
institutions interested in receiving information. The
original of the report is kept within the MD as

a

refe

rence .
-The Maritime Directorate (MD)
The role and objectives of the MD have been

stated

ear

lier. The MD works directly under the MCT on the one side
and shares some competencies with the. MPP on the other.
As for the functions and types of officials/staff

requi

red within the pattern and the desired qualifications/experiences of the officials concerned, these requirements
114

are stated in the description of the organization chart.
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Indeed, at its current stage, the Togolese maritime
infrastructure as a whole needs to be more effective and
efficient. The country's future maritime development
entails the setting up of a new organisational structure
(chart) for its administration (MD),(chart 1).
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From the new proposed organisational chart as
may be
seen on the subsequent page, the MD is headed by a Direc
tor General and is made up of two Departments
two

Directors

under

the

Director

headed

General.

by

These two

departments are:
-The Safety Department,
-The Shipping Department.
Each Director of these two departments reports to
Director General (IDG) to whom they are assistants.
A
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divisions.

supervised by a head of division.
1. Technical Division
Is composed of three sections as below:
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Each

division

is
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a-Section of Tonnage Measurement
b-Section of Marine Casualty Investigation
c-Section of Port State Control-ship survey and
inspect ion-(7).
In order to fulfil properly its duties the latter section
is divided into three sub-sections:
-Nautical Survey sub-section
-Radio Inspection sub-section
-Engineering Survey sub-section
The three functions collaborate in their work. As for the
naval architect duty it is allocated, at least for the
time being and over the next ten years, to parttime officials, namely a Technical Advisor or a Classifi
cation Society. This sub-section is not yet one of the
country's maritime priorities.Functions can eventually
be delegated,but it is of major importance that they
performed by the MD after that time when

are

skilled person

nel have been obtained.
2. Legal/Administration Division
Comprises three sections. These are:
a-section of Registration of Ships
b-Administration and Financial Section.
This section deals with matters relating to the general
staff of the MD (social, promotions etc), functions
the MD, the budget and related matters of the MD.
c-Section of Legal/Technical Regulations
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composed of three sections:
a-Pollution Prevention/Control section.
This deals with the control and prevention of
marine pollution and also with all matters rela
ting to

environment protection.

b- Equipment section
c- Fishing Matters section
It includes industrial and artisanal fisheries
control (safety and commercial measures applica
tion)

.
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Is composed of the following three sections:
a-Registration/Employment of Seamen section
b-Other Crew Matters section
c- Education and Training section.
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This department is composed of two divisions. The Head
of each division reports to the Director of Shipping
Department. The two divisions are:
i .
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This is concerned with the national maritime legislation;the enforcement of international maritime standards
and labour work regulations.
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This is composed of three sections:
a. National Shipping Policy

Planning,

Coordination

and adjustment Section
Through the above development, the author has
emphasized
the
necessity of maritime policy
adjustment within the sector itself and vis a vis
the national economic objectives. The accompli
shment of this task calls for the creation of the
Planning and Co-ordination Section under the Ship
ping Department.
b- Maritime Economics Assessment and Statistics section
This section contributes to shipping policy
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plan-

ning by its reports on economic performance mea
surement and the publication of statistics and
forecasts on national and international shipping
activities.
c- Maritime Research Development, Technical Coopera
tion and External Relations section.
As earlier stated, this section works mainly for the
country's participation in the IMO and other internatio
nal forums and leads all matters related to maritime and
marine scientific research.
On the basis of the objectives and functions

describecd

in the previous sections <5.2 and 5.3), it is now pro
posed to deal with the types of officials
and the
experience and qualifications required .
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The Director General is a principal official
assuming
the responsibility and
exercising the functions of
general superintendence and co-ordination of the Mariti
me Directorate as a whole.He
has to be a statutory
official duly appointed and appropriately empowered
under the Merchant Shipping Act.He should possess the
following qualifications:
He has to be highly trained and
the best
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available

personnel.

In this

connection

have:
-Master (MSc) Degree

he

should

(Maritime

Safety Administration) from the
the World Maritime
University(WMU)
(8)
or
-Equivalent degree or certifi
cate or be a
-Sea-going Officer(Captain
chief
Officer)
knowledge
of

or

with a wide
International

Maritime Conventions including
safety Standards and a great
deal of experience in preparating and administrating Govern
ment
2 -

maritime
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He will assume the
be competent in
functions relevant
will have to be a

sl jT

policies.

& t.

given responsibi1ity;also he should
effectively performing in the major
to his Department.As a Deputy DG he
statutory official duly appointed and

appropriately empowered under the Merchant Shipping Act.
He should possess the following qualifications and expe
rience :
-MSc Degree in Maritime Safety Administration(MSA)
from the WMU with a wide knowledge of Internatio
nal Maritime Conventions including those from the
ILO and the Safety Standards or
-Officer (Chief Officer) with a number of years
experience within the Government Maritime Admi
nistration,having provided technical advice with
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regard to safety requirements to the Government
and giving the directives for ship surveys,ins
pections and Marine
Casualty
Investigations.
Considering the importance of their functions,the Heads
of the Divisions.whether coming under the Safety or
Shipping Department.would have to be duly appointed and
appropriately empowered under the Merchant Shipping Act.
They would assume their role and report to the Directors
of their Department.They should
also be functional
officials.carrying out as seniors members.the team work
within the sections relevant to their Divisions.Apart
from some General staffO) within the Administrative
section, officials
Divisions
should

constituting' the sections of the
be statutory officials.thus duly

appointed for their functions. The following are the
required qualificat ions/competence for the officials of
the four Divisions constituting the

Safety

Department:

a . Head of Te chnical Di vi si on.
-Captain (Chief Officer first class) having a num
ber of years experience as Senior Surveyor(Eng
ine and Nautical)
-A Wide knowledge of Safety Standards for design,
construction.operation
and
maintenance
of
ships.their machinery,equipment and handling and.
-preferably a high degree in MSA.
The Head of the Technical Division directs and exercises
the work of functional specialists within the sections
composing the Division.as earlier stated.The heads of
the sections, must possess . the following qualifi
cations and experience:
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-Nautical Officer/Surveyor
-Marine Engineer/Surveyor
-Radio Officer/ Inspector.
Senior Surveyors responsible of the above stated sec
tions should have served as chief officer on board Sea
going merchant ships and gained experience in the
appropriate area concerning ship surveys,examinations
and certification.MCI,SAR organisat ion,oi1 combating and
in the Maritime Safety Administration.
b. He a d of Legal and Administrative Division

He should possess the following qualifications and com
petence :
-MSc Degree(GMA) from the WMU or
-Equivalent degree with a very good background in
Law and some knowledge in Economic Sciences,expe
rience in preparation and administration of rules
and regulations pertaining to maritime affairs,
-Equivalent degree with a number of years experien
ce in financial affairs and in dealing with inter
pretation ,implementat ion and enforcement of proce
dures

of

International

Maritime

Standards.

The Heads of the Sections under this Division should be
specialists in their respective sections with the follo
wing qualifications and experience:
-EIxperience as a Registrar of ships and be well
acquainted with ship manning matters.
-a good knowledge in accountancy/book-keeping and
experience of the Government administrative and
financial control procedures,in personnel mat
ters,and public relations.
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-Seafarer's (Officer) background with a

knowledge

of Law and International Conventions and Mari
time Safety Standards and the necessary expe
rience in dealing with interpretation,implemen
tation ,enforcement of legislation and related
matters.
c H e a d of Operation and Equipment Division

He should be a marine Safety Officer with a
very good knowledge of ships and ship safety
equipment,technical aspects of

marine

envi

ronment protection and
-experience in MSA,and in SAR organisation,
contingency planning for oil combating and
related matters.
As far as their respective functions are concerned,the
Heads of the Sections under the above Division should
have the following qualifications/experience:
-Marine Safety Officer specialist in marine pollution
control and prevention with experience in the studies
related to the efficiency of preventing and combating
pollution incidents,cooperation'^ and promotion of SAR
organisation.
-Safety Officer with knowledge of
and experience in documentation.

Economic

Services

-Fisheries inspector and safety Officer with experien
ce as a Surveyor ensuring safety of fishing vessels
and other small fishing craft.
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d. Head of Manning Division

The following are the required qualifications and
rience

expe

for the Head of Manning Division in assuming his

role and exercising his authority:
-A Degree in Law and training as a ship Regis
trar ,exper ienced in the registering and manning
of ships, registration of seamen,implementation
of ILO and other International Labour Conven
tions ,control 1ing

crew

employment

rules

and

other crew matters or
-High Degree(MET) from the WMU.
The Heads of the Sections under this Division should
possess with respect to their functions,the following
qualifications and experience: -Service as Shipping
Master -Registrar of ships and -Sea-going ship
Officer/Engineer with a number of years of experience in
Maritime Training matters.
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In order to properly assume his role as a Director of
the Department and the second Deputy Director General
and as a senior functional specialist in the Shipping
Department,who can efficiently provide functional direc
tions to functional specialists.He would also have to be
duly appointed and empowered under the Merchant Shipping
Act. He should possess the following qualifications and
experience
-MSc Degree from the WMUCGMA or TMS) with Law
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and
-A

Economic

Sciences

background or

high Degree in Economic Sciences or an equivalent certificate.with a number of
years experience in preparation and admi
nistration of rules and regulations rela
ting to maritime matters

The Director of shipping Department reports to the
Director General and the following two Heads of Divi
sions report to his Department:
a. Hea d of Legal Division

He should possess the following qualifications and expe
rience :
-MSc Degree <GMA> from the WMU (preferably) or a
-High Degree in Law with experience in interpre
tation ,implementation and enforcement of Interna
tional Maritime Conventions and relevant legal
instruments.
Note:

This

Division,though

important

enough

is

not

subdivided into sections because of the closely inter
related nature of the tasks to be carried out within it,
such as:
-National Maritime LegislationCMerchant shipping
Act) draft and adoption
-Studies and interpretations
Standards
-Implementation

and

of

enforcement

the

Maritime

of

relevant

International Laws and Regulations
-Legal issues regarding ship control and navi
gation ,cargo ,environment protection and offshore
activities.
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b.

Head

of

Planning

and

Development

Di vi s i on

He should possess the following qualifications and expe
rience:
-MSc/High Degree in Economic Sciences
or an
-Equivalent degree or certificate with
* a wide knowledge of the International Mar
ket
* have extensive experience as an official in
maritime research, documentation
stics or a
-High Degree in Statistics
rience in the following:

and

and

extensive

stati
expe

« Direction and co-ordination for a number of
years of matters pertaining to the ongoing
assessment of maritime policies to ensure
their compatibi1ity/integration with the
Government's goals, priorities and policies
for
national
economic
development,
* Identifying and evaluating external factors

that may serve to influence future marine
activities and formulating appropriate res
ponsive strategic policy, * Documentation
and statistics provision for maritime acti
vities development.
The Heads of sections composing this Division should
possess, as far as their respective functions are con
cerned, the qualifications and experience mentioned
below:
-Economic/Legal

background

and

extensive

experience

in planning, programming and coordinating objectives
and policies leading to maritime economic develop127

ment,experience in plans review or adjustment within
the maritime sector or the latter and the national(Government)
economic
plans
and
developments.
-An economic background.having served for a num
ber of years as a statistitian and analyst in
marine services and activities.
-Legal official,preferably with a
seafarer's
background and some knowledge of economic scien
ces, well acquainted with the maritime law and
the law of the sea , well experienced in pro
moting and leading negotiations for the interna
tional maritime scientific research and technolo
gical agreements , co-operation and capable of
providing expert assistance in marine and mariti
me development .

Having presented the qualifications
and experience
required for the concerned officials , it is now propo
sed to consider the Search and Rescue < SAR )

organiza

tion.
SAR is an independent safety body,organized at a Natio
nal level to ensure the intervention of search and res
cue services in the event of major incidents.
SAR within the model of the Maritime Directorate Orga
nization is presented as an entity co-operating with
the Maritime Safety Department to better achieve its
objectives.The Maritime Safety Administration (MD) pro
motes and vouches for an effective SAR organization,
participates in the development of its policy and asses128

ses the efficiency of its actions. In this connection ,
SAR will operate by coordinating the pool of facilities
and resources provided by the following bodies :
- Maritime Directoriate
- Ports
- Navy
- Air Forces
- Health Department
- Fishing Organizations , etc.
Under the chapter " Proposals for Maritime Infrastructu
re Development " Some of the conditions for a country's
maritime development have been analyzed. One of the most
important is the effective organization and development
of a proper Maritime Directorate regarded as a govern
mental , central co-ordination body dealing solely with
maritime affairs . The model of the organizational chart
of the Maritime Administration ( MD > proposed above
would not became effective in the short-term . The trai
ning and education of the professional staff needed
within the new model will take more than five years;therefore the implementation of the proposed organizational
structure would be executed in two phases ; the first
phase would last from one to five years and would pre
sent a certain improvement in the present situation .
Some new highly trained officials would join the
few
maritime officials at present in office in order to con
tribute to the promotion and development of plans for
the development of the National Maritime Infrastructure
. The second phase, from five to ten years, would pro
bably be the period of the complete implementation of
the required new Maritime Directorate .
The Maritime Directorate

once
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effectively

established

has to deal with the whole national maritime economy
development . To do so , priorities have to be set and
plans for actions to be followed . As mentioned earlier among those points concerned with the Togolese Mari
time Development are the following :
-the urgent need to be
legal tools and

equipped

with

the

relevant

-the overall maritime development policy which should
guide the drafting of the national maritime
tion.
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1. Lecture bn maritime administration op.cit.23 Chapt.4.
2 . Op. c it. 1.
3. These functions would be carried out within

the

new

maritime administration.
4. The national shippers' counci 1,headed by the MD Direc
tor, sees to the implementation of the maritime cargo
share policy.
5. Op. Cit.1.
6. The suggested list is not exhaustive.
7. In case of offshore oil and Gaz dri11ing,this section
will be in charge of the platforms and related
equipments' safety.
8. MSA,of Preference;it may eventually be TMS or GMA

or

MET, from the WMU.
9. General Staff here points out the few number of per
sonnel providing with secretarial/clerical servi
ces .
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Two main points are covered in this chapter:
-Proposals pertaining to the basic international
legal instruments and
-An abstract of Recommendations for the

maritime

sector promotion.
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Throughout this study it has been emphasised that Togo
lese national economic development may be successfully
assisted by taking advantage of the important contribu
tion of the country's maritime sector.Though the physi
cal aspects of the State are not of the most
tageous .maritime potential is a current and

advan
future

attribute that can be,counted as among the best economic
resources that the Togo Republic can rely on.The pro
motion of the maritime sector entails not only the
enhancement of the present national maritime infrastruc
ture but also plans for its further development.As
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ear-

r
lier suggested,the important administrative role

to

be

undertaken in this connection by and under the auspices
of the new MD will lead to important maritime economic
developments with the inevitable consequential implica
tions at the national, regional and
international
levels(see Chapter 4.2).Therefore the foundations of the
suggested priorities,in the process of
real maritime
economic growth include the following:
-Firstly to set up a new maritime infrastructure on a
solid legal basis,
-Secondly, provide the laws and regulations to cope with
and guide the long-term maritime (shipping) industry
developments,providing for the solutions to the afore
said inter-related problems derived from the
of the whole sector.

functions

At the present stage of its development,the country's
maritime sector needs in its improvement,to be urgently
supported by certain important legal instruments. Fur
thermore the use of these legal tools will have to fol
low certain effective procedures.

6.1.1 Proposed Basic Maritime Standards ■

Working towards the promotion of its maritime sector,
Togo as a maritime Nation would have to be part to cer
tain International Maritime Standards during the present
and coming decades for its maritime industrial develop
ment.To be bound by the following Laws and Conventions,
will constitute the priority and
first step in the
country's process in setting up the National legal fra
mework :
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I. International Convention for the Safety of Life

at

Sea 1974 (SOLAS),as amended in 1983.
•

2.International Convention on Load-Lines 1966(LL)
amended in 1963.
3.Internetional Convention

For

Safe

as

Containers

1972(CSC) as amended in 1983.
4 .Torremolinos International Convention
Safety of Fishing Vessels 1977(SFV).

For

The

5.Internetional Convention for the Prevention of
Pollution
From Ships 1973,as modified by the
protocol of 1978CMARP0L 73/78).
6.International Convention on Standards of
Certification

and

Training,

Watchkeeping for Seafarers,1978

(STCW).
7.Internetional Convention Relating

to

Intervention

On
The High Seas in Cases of Oil
Casualties, 1969(CSI) and its
1973

Pollution
Protocol.

8.International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil
Pollution Damage,1969(CLC) and its

1984

Protocol.

9.International Convention on Tonnage Measurement
Ships, 1969 (TM).

of

10.International Convention On Limitation Of Liability
for Maritime Claims 1976 (LLMC).
II. International Convention on the Establishment of an
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International Fund For
Compensation
for
Oil
Pollution Damage,1971 (IFC) and its Protocol 1984
12.Convention on the International Regulations for
Preventing

Collisions

at

Sea,1972

(COLREG)

as

amended in 1981.
It unnecessary to analyse any of the above mentioned
Conventions since a review of the latter has been made
earlier(Chapter 4 .3) Areas to be regulated as a matter
of urgency in the National Maritime Sector include Sea
pollution control and protection of sea and its resour
ces from
land generated wastes. Regulatory measures
should be taken for this purpose as well as for the con
trol of all dumpings into the sea. Substances should be
defined and the limitation in the number and quantity of
substances to be dumped within the national sea bounda^
ries should also be stated. Besides Maritime Law,the
National Law of the Sea needs to be reviewed and estab
lished on a clear basis,to serve for long-term ocean
resource management. It is now intended to examine the
procedures by which the International Maritime Standards
become National Law,effectively applied to the
country's maritime industry.

6.1.2.Implementat ion of Mar itime Conve n t i o n s .

In drafting the National Maritime Merchant Shipping Act,
one should have in mind that the primary objectives of
Merchant Shipping Legislation need to be developmental,regulatory and in conformity with the relevant Interna
tional Maritime Standards(1)-Therefore before any under
taking leading to the adoption of the aforelisted Inter
national Laws and Conventions,the latter
should be
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carefully reviewed regarding its probable advantages to
National Maritime Safety and Commercial development(2).
Such tasks are not only relevant to the officials of the
National Maritime Directorate but also include the con
certed work within all bodies involved in the country's
maritime sector and when necessary, to some extent
expanded to neighbouring States. As stated earlier, the
main reasons for the country to be bound by any Interna
tional Convention are linked to the State's concerned
safety and economic enhancement.If the consequences from
the implementation of the maritime standards are likely
to be similar to all the countries involved,the proces
ses to be bound by these International Laws and Regula
tions differ.Thq^ two main procedures pertained to,are:
Firstly the State concerned is at an early stage asso
ciated with the draft process of a future Convention at
the rank of relevant experts and as a member State of
the Organization concerned<IMO),and has actively taken
part in the diplomatic conferences convened by the Gene
ral Assembly for the review and formal adoption of the
Convention;for the above mentioned States,steps to be
followed in this connection areladoption,ratification
and implementation.
Secondly the States not party to the earlier stages in
drafting
and adopting
the Convention,the author's
country in this context,will adopt an appropriate proce
dure to implement the same standards. The enforcement of
any Convention is done here through two main stages:the
preparatory stage and the secondary stage.
1 .The preparatory stage
This consists of the country's accession to the
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Conven-

tions .The accession combines two main steps: the appro
val or adoption of the Conventions and the formal accep
tance of the aforesaid. These
following measures:

steps

must

include

-Study,interpretation and assessment of the

the

Conventions

by the legal Section of the MD
-Review and appreciation of these International legal
instruments as the right tools for National Maritime
promotion as regards mainly Safety and Economic mat
ters,by both the Safety and Shipping Departments of the
MD,under the auspices of its Director General
-Evaluation of the impact of the aforesaid Conventions
on the economic and political development of the country
by all the parties involved in

maritime

activities.un

der the chairmanship of the MD
-Proposals of the list of worthwile

Conventions

to

be

adopted nationally.with a brief explanatory statement
concerning the necessity for the Nation to be bound by
these Conventions,to the Government and the
Par 1iament,through the titular Minister
-Authorization of the Parliament and the

Government

to

accede to the proposed Conventions
-Formalities of accession at the IMO General Assemb
ly,after the Secretary General of the Organization has
received due mandates with the set of Conventions autho
rized .
The accession to

a

Convention
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is

equivalent

to

its

ratification by the first type of States as mentio
ned above.Such ratifications mark the conclusion of the
first stage of the process. Again, the onus of the
action moves back to the Government of the State concer
ned for the effective implementation of the acceeded
Conventions.
2.Second Stage

At this stage the MD is empowered by the relevant autho
rities to take the necessary measures for the implemen
tation of the Conventions which the State has accepted
to be bound to.
New discussions and consultations are engaged by the

MD

with the whole National Maritime Sector.Such consulta
tions must result in taking practical decisions for
practical
as :

compliance

to the New Law requirements, such

-Provision to the national port with new reception faci
lities as the Law requires,
-New equipment fixed to the national fleet(existing ves
sels) and other measures.
On the subsequent page,a reference model on the

process

for the implementation of any International Maritime
Convention is indicated. A copy of this tabular form has
been mentioned by an eminent professor in his lecture
concerning the administration of maritime affairs in
Developing Countries.<3)
The table is a three phase model:
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Phase 2

Phase X

i ora

Phase 3

a. R a t i f i c a t i o n / A c c e s s i o n
b. P r e p a r e N a t i o n a l L e g i s l a t i o n
(Primary & subsidiary)
I m pl e i i . c n t a t i o n o f

C e r t i f i c a t i o n of

National Legislation

ships/seafarers and

through the exercising

Issue of clearances'

I n s t r u c t i o n s to o f f i c i a l s

of appropriate func

to s h i p s t o p r o c e e d

concerned

t i o n s by the o f f i c i a l s

c. D o c u m e n t a t i o n
Convention
d. P r e p a r e t h e , E x e c u t i v e o r d e r s /

e. D e v e l o p a p p r o p r i a t e a n d
adequate Maritime Adminis
tration Infrastructure

— >

of the M a r i t i m e A d m i n i s 
tration

^ to se a

PHASE 1. The steps mentioned have been explained ear
lier; but the National Legislation must of necessity be
of both forms: Primary and Subsidiary.
The Primary form indicates the main body of the
Code; (See Table about the implementation Pro
cess) .
The Subsidiary form of the Code is also very important
since it embodies various rules and regulations which
are promulgated under the aforesaid Primary Legislation
and for the latter's effective application.
As

for

the

documentation,they

include

certificates,

forms and other details that need to be made available
to all concerned at the same time as the Legislation
enters into force.
PHASE 2.
Predetermination,organization and

accomplishment

of on the spot tasks to effectively enforce the
National Legislation . These include Training of
ship surveyors for Port State Control , provision
with Administrative and Legal tools for the Offi
cials concerned,the repartition
functions pertaining to.

and

control

of

PHASE 3.
Grant and verification of Legal instruments given
as proof of compliance with the new law.
After the proposals relating solely to

the

Legislative

framework for the National Shipping promotion,it is now
proposed to summarise the recommendations for an inte140

grated development
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6.2.1 Organisation and Administrati on

1. Reorganization and reinforcement of the MD
the

M.C.T.

to

under

serve as a national central body

dealing solely with matters pertainig

to

Mari

time Industry development.
2. Establishment of a Safety Department
M.D. for ship safety and marine
protection

and

matters

thus

within the
environment

pertaining

3. Restructuring of the Shipping Department of the
M.D. such as to enable it to vouch for the follo
wing :
« new maritime

policy

promotion,

coordination and development,
* maritime
technical co-operation
research development,
w shipping development

and

integration
and

maritime

marine
economy

assessment.
4. Establishment of a maritime Permanent Panel as a
new
and fair maritime cadre constituted of
Representatives of Ministries and private bodies
involved in shipping or marine activities for
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better economic solutions to problems beyond the
M.D. capabilities as aforementioned (Chapter 5).
5. Establishment of an effective shipping
information centre within the M.D.'s
Research

Development

Section

to

Maritime

vouch for the

following :
-The centralization and propagation of
updated information on the national
maritime policy and activities, ship
trends, international shipping mar
kets and new strategies etc,.
-to
create
a
Maritime
Gazette
-to

Promote

maritime skills develop

ment and encourage

any

marine

rea-

search effort to increase and make
better use of
national
maritime
resources
and enhance marine safety
and
environment
protection
6. Establishment and development of an effective co
operation between the port and the M.D. regarding
mainly safety matters

and

relevant

information

exchange < see Chapter 5 >.
7. Creation within the M.D. Training Section of a
Maritime Training and Education Committee enlar
ged to encompass all those concerned in that
field including the Ministry of Professional Edu
cation for the co-assessment of Training Program
mes and appropriate Certificates to Officers (
Nautical/
Engineer/Radio) and for the matters pertaining to
the equivalence of diplomas and certificates.
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8. Establishment of the National Contingency Plan
under the auspices of the Safety Department to
combat pollution in the national waters and
extended to the Regional basis,through co-opera
tion with neighbouring countries.
9. perceive and promote the two Departments (Safety
and Shipping) under the MD until their complete
separation in the long-term,for utmost efficiency.
6.2.2 Shipping and Management

1. Encourage private shipowning in
various ways
such as National Code of Investment (so far
advantageous ) , Legislation etc.
2. Protection of the National Shipping Company
activities through the enforcement of various means
and methods such as: - restructuring of the Natio
nal Shippers Council to better protect the applica
tion of the UNCTAD Code - Cargo share - easy loan berthing preferences - taxation allowances and
others
3. Promote the C.N.C.T. and encourage its
activities.
4. Encourage the establishment of other types of
shipping
associations such as shipowners ,
brokers
5.

etc.

Establish
approach

and
of

develop
Marine
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the
multi-sectorial
Resources
Management

coordinated

by

t he M.D.

6. Establish a special Committee for the National
Fisheries
reorganization
regarding
legal
administrative commercial and safety activities;
the Committee should include Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, the Fisheries Directorate and the M.D.
as a co-ordinator.
7. Encourage and promote flexible

policy

adaptable

to the International Shipping market.
8. Develop port operation rapidity systems
and
encourage
the
upgrading
of
line managers
competencies and restructuring of responsibili
ties for the port's utmost advantages.

.3 .Training and Education

l.The Training Committee,to institute the required
degree for professional staff (diploma or cer
tificate of competency),for all maritime

labour,

vis a vis their tasks,whether ashore or on board.
2.Initiate and develop re- training
for national maritime labour,to meet the new
required professional standards ,for economic and
safety enhancement purpose.
3.Encourage the training policy through regional
co-operation and development. In this connection
the technical concurrence of the IMO and other
international maritime organizations such
to

increase training possibilities with lower costs.
4. Formulate and execute to the utmost benefit of
the country the plan for the national needs in
maritime skills
5. Encourage the national
University to develop
with the faculty of Law and Economy sciences high
maritime studies pertaining to the country's
needs
and hopes such as :
- Maritime Commercial Law
- Law of the Sea (LOS) the

Third

United

Nations

Conventions on the Law of the Sea ( UNCLOS III )
and National LOS.
7.Upgrade the port labour training scheme
6. Emphasize the better and rational use of foreign
aid offered through technical cooperation < IMO/
ICOD/DOSP and others ) to their utmost limits to
benefit the nation where training is concerned.
Q.EIncourage the use of International Advanced Trai
ning Institutions in acquiring the necessary high
Maritime studies .especially:
-The WMU which concerns itself with the
LDC's needs
-The Canadian Coast Guard College and
-Other Ocean Study Institutions such as
DOSP and ICOD in Canada for the practical
and multi-purpose high level studies they
provide.
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Such policy contributes in lowering the national trai
ning costs, for an official trained from the aforesaid
institution may efficiently be employed in the area that
should be occupied by two or more officials with more
restricted specializations from other training institu
tions .
6.2.4.Legislation.

1. Accession to the IMO conventions

pertaining

to

Safety and Marine Environment Protection.
2. Accession to ILO Legal Instruments regarding the
Maritime Labour, mainly
Convention no.147 on
minimum standards in Merchant shipping as

provi

ded in Annex no.IV.
3. Formulate as

a

matter

of

urgency

an

updated

National Maritime Code in accordance with Inter
national Regulations as proposed in the text of
this paper.
4. Formulate as an act of priority , the required
Subsidiary Legislation needed for the implementa
tion of the primary Provisions of the Code.
5. Establish and coordinate through the MD an on the
spot National Maritime Law Committee to reassess
the country's maritime boundaries , determine the
baselines and define
sea-resources
management
National and Regional implications and solutions as
earlier proposed in the text of this study.
6.Revise

the

National
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Maritime

Commercial

Law

vis-a-vis the National Code of Investment.
/.Establish and promote within the MD the system of
gathering ,centralising and coordinating all exi
sting but scattered laws and regulations pertai
ning to the maritime activities.
6.Authorise the MD as a relevant National Central
Body to witness the establishment of new maritime
or maritime related activities and to propose
steps to be taken for the latter's development in
the marine field.

6.2.5. O th e r s .

1. Establish an organized national S.A.R and develop
it through regional co-operation.
2. Encourage

and

promote

the

creation

of

the

services activities derived from the implantation
of the Maritime Industry such as:
- ship repairs
- building yards for small fishing boats
- shipchandling and others.
3. Encourage consultations and the exchange
of
information relating to shipping among the West
African States of ECOWAS.
4. Establish co-operation among ECOWAS States for
regional marine environment protection through
the following :
-Pooling of equipment for oil combating
147

and other sources of marine pollution.
-Unification of some basic regulations
for Marine Environment Protection.
As the title suggests,this chapter has been presented as
the summary of the accomplishment of the Paper.
Proposals on the one side and recommendations

on

the

other
have covered the key points touched by this thesis.
From this point on ,the study comes to its final
the General Conclusion.
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1. See annex 3 on the proposed items to be embodied by a
national merchant legislation,in the
Togo.
2. Being not part to

a

single

LDC,cases

international

of

maritime

safety convention,the port state cannot effectively
inspect foreign ships;however, the national fleet is
submitted
to
foreign
port
state regulations.
Therefore,the first result for Togo to be bound with
these legal instruments is the reinforcement of the
port safety,the better protection of the country's
marine environment and the enhancement of the mariti
me economy.
3. Op. cit.23 in chapter 4.
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The importance of the maritime industry for the country's
overall development has never been overestimated.The mari
time industry contributes tremendously to the Nation's
economic,social,political, and cultural promotion.
To gain profit from Togolese maritime potential, ways and
means for its development have been suggested; only
through a policy aimed at
time Sector will its real

global development of the Mari
success be ensured.Indeed no

maritime development process can be achieved unless the
required basis is available within the National Body. But
the country should by necessity seek to start with the
right priorities. At it's current stage of development,the
ground should be cleared so that the Togolese Maritime
legal basis,its provisions and their development can be
established .It is generally agreed that the most impor
tant of these requirements is the country's legal instru
ments; among them the Merchant Shipping Code is the first
prerequisite regarding the country's maritime promotion.
Such an important step needs to be usefully completed.Sug
gestions, proposals and recommendations in this connection
have been made to successfully reach the National Maritime
Economic targets.
It has not been the author's intention to go deeply into
all the matters pertaining to this wide area of Study.All
aspects of the Togolese Maritime Infrastructure have been
reviewed and appropriate conclusions drawn. Shipping as it
has been viewed in this study has the following charac
teristics: -Capital intensive.
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-Highly
competitive
international
market,
-Risky business; to mention only few of them.
Therefore the author has stressed
the necessity for a
policy of a co-operation without which the LDCs could
hardly stand the shipping market.With the increasing gap
of inequalities among maritime developed and maritime
LDCs, we are in a loosing position to compete in ship
ping .Concur rence of various kinds of co-operation, NorthSouth, but also necessarily South-South, is undoubtably an
important help.
Moreover,ships are geting more and more sophisticated and
their recently required equipment more and more
expensive;thus any investment in shipping should be a
sound and profitable one;in this connection,some more
facts have been encouraged to satisfactorily accelerate
National Maritime development.A major part of these pro
posals are concerned with the restructuring of the Togo
lese Maritime Administration and the reinforcement of the
country's Maritime Infrastructure namely the Maritime
Panel policy and the MD with its Safety and Shipping
Departments. Furthermore, the accent has been put on the
necessary multisectorial approach of marine resources
management and the consequential implications of such
management.
One more step is still left to be fulfilled in
arriving
at a fully assessed maritime development stage in Togo;it
concerns Shipping and Maritime research.Such an underta
king is of great interest and ensures,among other things,
the future Maritime Development.lt helps the country to
achieve the best methods in using its national resources
both in shipping and at sea, to the nations advantage.
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It is

the hope of the Author that this work will

on

one

hand be a contribution to Togo maritime economic enhan
cement ,remaining as one of the useful documents for the
maritime Authorities and Officials in carrying out their
maritime activities and on the other hand the Author has
presented this work as a prerequisite for the country's
maritime development and hopes that this thesis will ser
ve as preparing the ground for a variety of profound
research projects and important thesis topics to consoli
date Togolese Maritime Industry Development.
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EFCOM
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- Phosphate
-Oil product , oil industry
- Cocoa-nib
- Green co-f-fee
- Cotton
- Palm almond
- Karite almond
- Cotton seed
- Castor oil
- Kapok seed
- Diamonds
- Palm oil
- Fish and shell -fisl
- Leather and brute skill
- Animals ( alive )
- Manioc flour
- Manioc starch
- Tapioca
- Copra 5 coconut oil
- pimento
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T O G O

Dairy products
Fresh vegetables and potatoes

- Paper, cardboard, library

Ri ce
L
W;pat -flour
Re-fined sugar
XKins o-f meat and -fish

-

Li quors
Tobacco
Salt
Cement
Cl inker
Marbles
In-fusion hearth
oil product , oil industry
Chemical product
Pharmaceutical product
Plastic ( work )

-
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stu-f-f
Thread and woven
Clothes, hosiery, head-gear
Stone, ceramic, glass making
Iron, melting, steel
Machine and display <Machani
cal and electrical)
Road transport material
Precision material
Fresh -fish, chilled, etc...
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13.7
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6.8
2480.9
10 496.9
9041.4
2025.3

75 539,3
6 943.6
596.7
37 265,7
121.9
33.6
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10 578.0
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2399.6
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39.5
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Hongne ...........................................................................
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1 990.5
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•
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220.0
2147.1

254.2
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1339,8
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1 718.4
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Sandgal...........................................................................
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84,0
66.4
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111.6
560.0
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462.1
366.4
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220.5
1256.2
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196.3
629.2
3702,4
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1566.9
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215.0
599.7
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203.6
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G hana.............................................................................
Ubena .............................................................................
Nigeria ...........................................................................
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B r*$ il...............................................................................
Canada ............................................................................
Etaia-Unis........................................................................
TiMdad al Tobago..........................................................
Vanezuaia........................................................................

7 655,4

6 3243

11256,1

11 962,8

12 620,8

94,6
1733.9
4 112.1
344.0
1038.1

215.9
761.1
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728.9
2299.6

705.9
2439.3
4 979,7
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24953
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18 736,7

2093.6
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3 719,1
475,4

2 915.4
2 697,7
352,0
4 523,0
962.5

2 724.0
3 745,8
479,7
6 571.4
1740.9

2 527.0
3 437.5
481.4
8 172,3
2683,1

1 690.9
2 285.9
489.8
6 577,8
3 506.2

O eaanle..........................................................................
don) ;
Aueealie el Nouvela-Zaiande .........................................

1.4

6.1

1,7

25,1

2,2

339.0
33.8
13 763.2

1.4

6.1

1.7

25.1

2.2
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270,4

700,7

603,0

527,3

20,5

TOTAL g e n e r a l ..........................................................
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110806,2

1163663

1177063

120353,5

1061403

a C O J E ...........................................................................

63661,7
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84253,4

87173,1

84075,7
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2804,9

2371,7

8 746,7

5488,4
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C B A .O .............................. ..........................................
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(as recapitulated in July 19S6>

1.MARITIME SAFETY CONVENTIONS
a
TITLE AND
YEAR OF

b

c

DESCRIPTION

d

EIF A/PA

e
EIF

ADOPTION
INTER.CONV It covers numerous aspects
for the

including Surveys,design,

SAFETY

Construction and Equipment

of LIFE

Requirements,Navigation and

1976

1961

at SEA.

cargo Safety etc.It takes

1981

198A

1983

1986

over the SOLAS 1960.

I960

INTER.

Establishes Minimum Freeboards

CONV.

Preventing overloading and pro

ON LOAD

viding reserve buoyancy,a safe

LINES

Working platform and improved

1975

1966

Stability.

1979

1968

(LL)

1971

1983

INTER

Establishes for the first time

CONV.

Internationally accepted methods

ON TON-

of Measuring Tonnage of Merchant

NAGE MEA

Ships.This is important for safe-

SUREMENT

ty as well as the assessment of

OF SHIPS Taxes,Harbour dues and other
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1982

a

i969c;Tri;)

c

b

d

e

1evies

CONV.

Replaces Regulations Annexed

ON THE

to 1960 SOLAS Conv.Among new

INTER

features,provides for traffic

REGULA

separation schemes used now

TIONS

in many part of the World.

FOR PRE
VENTING
COLLI

1983

1977

1981

1977

1981

1981

1983

19SA

SIONS
AT SEA

INTER.

Designed to maintain a high

CONV.

level of safety by providing

FOR

generally acceptable test

SAFE

procedures and related

CONTAI

strength Requirements.Also

NERS,

simplifies control of the

1972

international movement of

(CSC)

containers.

CONV.

New communications system

ON IN

exclusively for the use of

TER NA-

shipping and based on space

RIT.SA

satel1ites.

TELLITE
ORGANI
ZATION.
TORREMO-

Contains safety requirements

LINOS

similar to those in SOLAS

INTER.

which are adopted for fishing
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1979

CONV.FOR

vessels of 24

meters

in

the SAFE- Length.
TY OF FI
SHING
VESSELS
1977CSFV)
INTER-

Introduces for the first

CONV. ON

time 5 internationally

STANDARDS accepted minimum
OF TRAI-

Standards for the training

NING,CER- and certification of masters
TIFICA-

officers and ratings.

TIOM AND

It also establishes watch

WATCH

keeping standards.

1984

KEEPING
FOR SEA
FARERS
INTER.

Provides international

CONV.ON

standards for SAR-and

MARITIME

establishes a legal frame

SEARCH &

work for a series of SAR

RESCUE

regions in different sea

1979

areas.

CSAR)
CONVENTIONS PREVENTING MARINE POLLUTION

a

b

INTER.

Annex I has replaced OILPOL

CONV.

as the chief weapon against

f or

OIL pollution from ships.lt

the

contains measures to prevent
158

1985

prev.

accidental pollution from

of poll. tankers as well as operational
f rom

pollution from all ships and

ships

also deals with noxious liquid

1973 as

chemicals in bulk, chemicals in

modif ied package form, sewage and garby the

197SCp) 1983
1983

1984

bage.

Protocol
of 1978
CMARPOL 73/78)

INTER.

Gives States the right to in

CONV.

tervene in incidents on the

RELATING

high seas which are likely

TO INTER

to result in pollution of

VENTION

their coast and territorial

ON THE

waters. The 1973 extends the

HIGH

right to intervene to inci

SEAS

dents involving substan-

1975 1973CP) 1983

IN CASES ces other than oil.
OF OIL
POLLUTION
CASUALTIES,
1969 CCSI)
CONV.

Adopted under auspices

on the

of United Kingdom. Secre- 1975

Preven.

tariat functions trans-

of Mari. fered to IMO on entry in-

1978
Cinci

Pollu.

te force. Controls dumping

neration)

by Dum

into sea of waste materials

1980

ping of

produced on land.

Clist
of

wastes

tances)

and
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1979
subs
1981

other
Matters,
1972
CLDC)
CONVENTIONS ON LIABILITY AND COMPENSATION,

INTER

One of a series of measures adop

CONV.

ted following the Torrey CANYON

ON

disaster of 1967. Introduces a

CIVIL

system which enables vie-

LIABI

tims of oil pollution from

LITY

ships to claim compensation

1976

1975

for Oil from shipowners who are made
Damage

1984CP)

strictly responsible for such

1969

CCLC)
INTER

Permits extra compensation

CONV.

to be paid to victims of

on the

oil pollution damage when

Establi-it exceeds the limit laid
ment

down in 196 9CCLC).The

of an

extra compensation comes

inter

from a fund based in LONDON

fund

which is made up of contri-

for

butions from magor oil im-

1976CP)
1978
1984 CP)

compen- porting interests.
SATION
FOR OIL
Pollution
Damage,
1971
160

1981 .

?A:

(IFC)
CONV

Specifies global limits of

on li-" liability of shipowners and
mitat.

salvors for olaims in respeot

of lia

of life or personnel injury

bility

1986

and loss of or damage to

forMa-

property,

rit.
Claims
•1976 CLLMC)
Conv.

Provides, for a special regi-

rela

me for the payment of oompen-

ting

sation to viotims of incidents

to

resulting from the carriage

Civil

of nuclear material by sea

1iabi.
in the
field
of
Maritime
Cariage of
Nuclear Material,
1971 (LNM!) .

Entry Into Force
Amendement/protocol Amendement
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1975
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PiSrt I

1- Title and commencement
2- Objectives and construction
3- Diffinitions
a- Ship
b- Togolese ship
c— Togolese waters and delimitation
4- Application
a- Togolese ships outside territorial waters
b- Ships in passage
c- Jurisdiction
d~ Application of foreign law on Togolese ships
e- Exemptions

P^rt II

mPiri/iE ADNINISIPPriOA/ PEPSONA/EL

5- Appointment of statutory Marine officials
a- Director General
b- Deputy Director General
c- Director for ports' affairs
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d- Director for Maritime Affairs
e- Shippinq Master
f- Registrar
g- Surveyors

F art I I I

R E 6IS T F A T I0N OF S H IP S

C h a p te r J

R e g is tr a tio n

of

T o g o le s e s h i p s

6“

Qualification for ownership

7-

Obligation to register ship

8-

Definitions
a- Foreign trade
b- Foreign-going ship
c- Home-trade ship
d- Fishing vessel
e- Pleasure yacht
f- Master
g- Tonnage
h- Net tonnage
i- Seizure/detention

9-

Detention

of

any

ship

until

production

registry certificate
ID-

Exemptions from registry

C h a p te r 2

p rocedu re fo r r e g is tr a tio n

11-

Port of registry

12-

pointment of registrar/s and staff

13-

Duties of registrar & delegation of duties
163

of

14-

Powers of registrar

15“

Prescription of forms

16-

Application for registry

17-

Filing of documents

18-

Declaration/evidence of ownership

19-

Survey & measurement of ship before
registration

20-

Marking of ship

21-

Evidence of first registry

22-

Entry of particulars in register

23—

False statements

24-

Documents retained by registrar

25-

Exemptions from requirements

26-

Offences & punishment

C ftiS p te r 3'

C e r tjfa a ^ te s o f r e g f s tr y

27-

Certificate of registry

28-

Custody & use of certificate

29-

Use of improper certificate

30-

Powers to grant new certificate

31-

Fees

32”

Exemption from fees

33-

Lost or mislaid certificates

34-

Substitute certificate

35-

Change of master endorsed

36-

Change of ownership

37-

Endorsement of change

38—

Surrender of certificate

39-

Master's duty to deliver certificate

40-

Provisional certificate

41-

Effect of provisional certificate

42-

Temporary pass
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Chapter 4

Transfers S transmissions

43"

Transfer of ship & shares

A-4—

Bill of sale to contain descriptions

45-

Manner of transfer

46"

Declaration of transfer

47-

Power to transfer

48-

Registration of transfers

49-

Transmission

50-

Transfers & transmissions to unqualified person

51-

Time limit for application

52-

Share subject to forfeiture

53-

Prohibiting transfer

Cttapter 5

Mortgage

54-

Mortgage of ship or share

55-

Order of recording

56-

Entry of discharge

57-

Priority of mortgage

58-

Status of mortgage

59-

Mortgage on foreign ship

60-

Mortgagee not to be treated as owner

61-

Power of sale - right of mortgagee

62-

Mortgage not affected by bankrupcy

63—

Transfer of mortgages

64"

Transmission of interest

65-

Entry of transmitted mortgages

66-

Transfer on death

67-

Certificates of mortgage & sale

68-

Rules to certificates of mortgage & sale

69-

Restrictions to grant certificates
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Name of ship

Chapter 6

7071-

Ship's name
-

Change of name

72-

Altering name

73-

Offences & penalty

Chapter 7

Pegfetratlan

of

alteration

74-

Alteration in ship

75-

Registration of alteration/noting on

or

aneuf

certif icate.
76-

Change of ownership

77-

Registration of anew

78-

Restrictions on re-registry of abandoned ship

Chapter S

Nationality S flag

79-

Nationality & flag

SO-

Unlawful assumption of Togolese colours

81-

National colours

82-

Concealment of nationality or assumption of
foreign character

83-

Offences & penalty

Chapter 9

Neasurement o f ship S tonnage

84-

Ascertaining tonnage

85-

Effect of recording tonnage & measurement

86-

Methods & allowances

87“

Conditions for deductions
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S8"

Spaces included

89-

Double bottomed ships

90-

Tonnage of foreign ships

C/TiSpter i O

91-

/ilsceJ Igneous

Liabilities

of

ships

not

recognized

as

Togolese ships
92-

Proceedings on forfeiture of ships

93-

Notice of trust not received

94-

Liability of owners

95-

Evidence of register book

96-

Registration of wreck

s'?-

Closing of registration

98-

Government ships

Psrt li-'

A/iSst-erSf af/jcerSf

Chapter I

99-

seamen,

S apprentlaes

Manning with certificated officers

Manning with certificated officers

IDO-

Sufficient officers for watch period

101-

Grades of competency certificates

102-

Certificates for masters

&

mates

of

fishing

vessels
103-

Examinations for competency certificates

104-

Duty of examiner

105-

Examination of examiner

106-

Examiners may administer oath

107-

Rights of holder of certificate of competency

108-

Certificates for naval officers
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109-

Limitations to certification of naval officers

110-

Offence - record of order

111-

Forms of certificates of competency

112-

Loss of certificates of competency

113“

Production of certificates of competency

llA-

Granting temporary certificates

115-

Power to cancel or suspend certificates

116-

Recognition of foreign certificates of
competency

117-

Forgery & fraud

118-

Duty to inform Director

119-

Use of English languages

121-

Power to make regulations for examinations

Seamen S Apprentices

'3ptsr

122-

Power to classify seamen

123“

Duties of the master

124-

Appointment of shipping master & staff

125-

Duties of shipping master

126-

Fees for seamen registration

127-

Assistance to apprenticeship

128-

Special provisions as to apprenticeship

129-

a) Manner in which apprenticeship

contract

be recorded.
b) Production of contract of apprenticeship

lapter S

Seamen's employment at sea

13Q-

Seamen's employment office

132-

Form & contents of contract of agreement

133-

a) Optimal terms
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b'.i Supply or engagement of seamen in
contravention of Act prohibited
134—

Agreements for foreign going ships

135-

Special provisions with regard to crews
agreement

136-

Master to deliver agreement

137-

Certificate by shipping master

138-

Master to produce certificate

139-

Renewal of agreement

140-

Changes in crew reported

141-

Copy of agreement accessible to crew

142-

Alteration in agreement

143-

Employment of young persons & powers to make
regulations

144-

a) Conditions for employment of young persons
b) Maintenance of list of young persons

145-

’tapter 4

Offences & penalty

Dischargef

relief

S

repatriation

146-

Improper discharge

147-

Discharge & leaving behind

148-

Discharge of seamen & discharge certificate

149-

Character report

150-

Discharge on ownership change

151-

Repatriation of seamen

152-

Return from service

153-

Repayment of relief & return

154-

Provisions for manner of return

155-

Forcing ashore

156-

Effects of worker's compensation

157-

Effects of seamen

158-

Non-application of payment of wages for seamen
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159- -

Payment to government

160-

Certifioate when seamen left

161-

Duty of ship master

162-

Liability of master

163-

Liability of government

164-

Exemption from liability

165-

False reports of forged certifioates

166-

Application to foreign ships

167-

Assistance by minister

168-

Offences & penalty

'pter S

i^/ages o f seamen

169-

Wages account

170-

Time & manner of payment

171-

Master to deliver account of wages

172-

Deductions

173-

Settlement of wages

174-

Shipping master's decision of wages

175-

Production of ship's papers

176-

Rate of exchange

pier 6

Advance S allotment o f wages

177-

Conditional agreement

178-

Allotment notes

179-

Commencement & payment of sums allotted

180-

Facilities for remitting wages

181-

Recovery of sums allotted

182-

False statement as to allottment

183-

Right of seamen in respect of wages

184-

Wages & salvage
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1S5-

Wages not to depend on freight

186-

Wages on termination of service by death

187-

Wages on termination due to illness/ unfitness

188-

Wages on termination due to loss or foundering

189-

Wages when unemployment is not due to

loss

or

f oundering
190-

Wages not to accrue during absence without
leave , refusal to work or imprisonment

191-

Illness by default

192-

Compensation to seamen

193-

Restrictions on suits for wages

19A-

Powers to rescind contracts

195-

Compensation where master in default

196-

Master's remedy for wages

197-

Termination by consent

198-

Damages for delay in payment of master's wages

199-

Disputes between seamen & employers

200-

.Limitations of jurisdiction

7

De csassd or djstroBsed soamon

201-

Property

of deceased seamen

202-

Delivery

of property

203-

Disposal

ofunclaimed property of deceased

seamen
204-

Relief of distressed seamen

205-

Mode for provision of return of seamen

206-

Receiving distressed seamen on board ships

207-

Provisions as to taking

distressed

ships
208-

Evidence

of distress

209-

Decision

of oonsular office
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PravjsjLanSf health 3 acaommocfatdon

210-

Complaints as to provisions & water

211-

Allowances for short or bad provisions

212“

Weights & measures

213-

Certified cook

214-

Medical officers

215-

Crew accommodation

216-

Facilities for making complaints

217-

Inspections by

a) Shipping master etc.
bl Master

218-

Scales of medical stores

219-

Medical eKaminations

220-

Expences of medical treatment

Chapter 9 Protect ion o f seamen from Imposition

221-

Assignment or sale of salvage

222-

Loitering near a ship

223-

Injury or obstruction to machinery , crew etc.
of a ship

224-

Seamen's debts

Chapter J O

225-

DiscipJine

Misconduct endangering life or ship
Desertion & absence without leave

227-

Arrest of deserter without warrant

228-

Suspension of deserters certificate of
discharge

229-

Conveyance of deserter or imprisoned seamen
ship
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SSO""

General offences agains't discipline

23-1 ~

Smuggling by seamen or apprentices

232-,

Entry of offences in official log-book

233-

Failure to join ship

234-

Report of desertion & absence without leave

235-

Entries & certificates of desertion

236-

Facilities of proving desertion

237-

Application for forfeiture 6. deduction

238-

Disrating

239-

Deduction of fines

240-

Persuasion to desert

241-

Harbouring deserters

242-

Stowaways & seamen carried under compulsion

243—

Deserters from foreign ships

244-

Improper negotiations of advance note

245-

Documents handed to master's successor

Chapter -1-J

Offjcial Jog-baok

246-

Keeping official log-book

247-

Form of official log-book

248-

Entries in official log-book

249-

Additional entries

250-

Of fences

251-

Delivery of log-book to shipping master

252-

Transfer of log-book in case of loss or
ship transfer

Chapter 1 2

Returns S deJjvery o f documents

253—

Lists of crew & particulars

254-

Documents to be transferred

255-

Returns of births & deaths
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Part

Chapter /

256-

General

Definitions
a- Load line certificate
b- Load line convention
c- Load line ship
d~ Safety of Life at sfea convention
e- Safety certificate
f- Safety convention ship

257-

Appointment of surveyors

25S-

F'Jights & duties of surveyors

259-

Records of inspections, surveyors &
certificates

Chapter S

Safety

d

Load

260-

Powers to make regulations

261-

Notices of countries

Chapter 3

262-

Chapter 4

Line

convention

Construction o f ships

Powers

to regulate construction of ships

Inspectlon/survey for safety

263

Surveys of passenger ships

264-

Initial survey of passanger ships

265-

Subsequent survey of passenger ships

266-

Additional survey of passenger ships

267-

Cargo ships safety construction survey

268-

Life saving appliances on cargo ships
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269-

Fire fighting appliances on cargo ships

270-

Inspection of non-convention ships

271-

Stability information

272-

Surveyors duties regarding reports

273-

Pleasure crafts

274-

Fishing vessels

275-

Powers to make safety regulations

C/?iSpiiS>r S

276-

Jssi/e o f certificates

Certificates to convention ships
a!) cargo ship,

b) passenger ship

277-

Certificates to non-convention ships

278-

Local safety certificates- powers to make
regulations,

279-

Forms St particulars of inspection certificates

280-

Register of certificates

281-

Certificates not valid beyond limits

282-

Posting of certificates

'283—

Certificates by other governments

284-

Certificates to non Togolese ships

285-

Detention of ships

286—

Conditions for clearance

Chapter 6

Proceeding to sea

287-

Production of certificates

288-

Togolese ships & certificates

289-

Non-convention ships

290-

International voyage outside convention

291-

Prohibitions against navigation without ship
radio station & operators

292-

Other prohibitions against proceeding to sea

293-

Radio certificates
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294-

Duration of radio telegraphy & radio telephony

certif icates
295-

Issue of new certificates

Chapter Z

GsnersJ safety prscautions 3

responsibi1ities

296-

General requirements/qualification of crew

297-

Sufficient & efficient crew

298-

Reporting hazards to navigation
Distress signals

300-

Answering distress signals

30-1-

Abuse of distress signals

302-

Assignment of rescue coordinators

3D3—

Obligations to assist in distress

304-

Reporting of accidents

Chapter 8

Prevention of collision

305-

General

306—

Giving helm orders

307-

Powers for regulations

308-

Observation of collision regulations

309-

Damage caused to cargo ship or persons

3-10-

Liability of ship in collision for loss or
damage

3-1-1-

Apportionment of damage

312-

Enforcing collision regulations

313-

Provisions applicable to foreign ships

314-

Presumption of fault

315-

Duties of master in collision

316-

Limitation of time in proceedings
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317-

Application

318-

Definitions

319-

Powers to regulate

320-

Compliance with regulations

3?Jl-

Ships deemed unsafe

322-

Submersion of Load Lines

323-

Alterations or defacement of marks

324-

Detention of ships

325-

Load Line certificates & effects thereof

326-

Issue of certificates

327-

Certificates issued by other countries

328-

Ships deemed to have been surveyed

329-

Renewal of certificates

330-

Cancellation of certificates

331-

Periodic Load Line surveys

332-

Certificates issued by societies for survey
of ships

333-

Certificates to be surrendered

334-

Ships not to proceed without certificates

335-

Display and entry of certificates

336-

Particulars in crew agreements

337-

Certificates of foreign ships

338-

Validity of certificates of foreign ships

339-

Inspection of foreign ships

340-

Production of certificates

341-

Offences

342-

Defence to contravention

343-

Securing compliance
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Chapter lO

344-

Csrriisge af Grain

Carriage of grain & powers to make regulations

Chapter II

Pangeroas gaads

345-

Def initions

346-

Loading of dangerous goods

347-

Refusal to load

348-

Disposing

349—

Forfeiture

350-

Powers to regulate

351-

Application of provisions

Chapter I C

352-

Unseauforthy ships

Def initions
a- Seaworthiness
b- Substandard ship

353“

Sending unseaworthy ships to sea

354-

Obligation of owner to ensure seaworthiness

355 —

Survey of ship alleged by seamen to be
unseaworthy

356—

Detention of unseaworthy ship

357-

Liability for costs & damages

358-

Security for costs

359-

Complaints liabilities

Chapter I S

MIsaellaneous

360—

Inspection of ships tackle

361 —

Suitable gang-way & lights

362—

Protection of longshore-men

363—

Marking of heavy packages
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36A—

Powers to exempt

Pa!SSe/7ff£T sAfjpS

365-

C)ef initions
a- Passenger ship
b- Passenger
c- Classed ship
d- Short sea voyage
e- International voyage
f- Safety of life at sea convention & protocol

366—

Applioation

367-

Requirements

36S—

Construction

369-

Survey & certificates

370—

Safety certificates

371-

Passenger carriage certificate

372-

Trading permit

373-

Deviations

374-

Of fences

375-

Life saving appliances

376-

Posting up certificates

377-

Carriage of dangerous goods

378-

International quarantine regulations

Cisrrjsffs’ o f passengers S their Luggage

379-

Def initions

380-

Application

381-

Carrier liability & limitation

382-

Reasonable dispatch
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383“

Contract of carriage

384~

Rights of the passenger

385-

Disputes

386—

Of fences

Pcsri fVjTjT

a f goods

Chsptsr J

General

387-

Definitions

388-

Duties of ship-owner

389-

General conditions in contract of
af f reightment.

Chapter 2

Time charter

390—

Def initions

391-

Obligations
a- Ship-owner
b- Charterer

392-

Liabi1ities
a- Ship-owner
b- Charterer

393-

Implied undertakings

394-

Right of withdrawal

395-

Release of obligations

Chapter J

^.-'oyage charter

396-

General

397-

Liabilities of charterer & ship-owner

398-

Laydays & demurrages
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399-

Termination of contraot -mutual right

400-

Lessors & carriers liens

401-

Texts of charter-party

402-

Carriers liability & responsiblities

403—

Deviation & delays

404-

Freight

405-

Liens for freight

Chapter 4

Bill o f lading

406-

Contents

407-

Holders right to olaim delivery

408-

Legal relationship between holder & carrier

409-

Rights acquired in good faith

410-

Through bill of lading

P<art IX llreckSf salvage S aasuaJty Inwesilgailiyn

Chapter ■J

ilrecks

411-

Powers to appoint receiver of wreck

412-

Fees & expenses of reoeiver

413—

Duties of reoeiver

414-

Powers of receiver

415-

Wishes of owner

416-

Passage over adjoining land

417-

Immunity of receiver

418-

Obstruction of receiver

419-

Taking possession of wreck

420-

Concealment of wreck

421-

Notice of wreck

A22“

Owners right to claim wreck
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423“

Power to sell wreck

424-

Unclaimed wreck

425-

Discharge of receiver

426-

Removal of wreck

Chapter 2

S<alv3ge

427-

Salvage agreement

428-

Reasonable salvage entitlement

429-

Award to salvor

430-

Disputes

431 —

Amount of salvage

432—

Costs & expenses

433—

Valuation of property

434—

Apportionment of salvage

435“

Enforcement of salvage

436—

Security for customs

437-

Duties on salved properties

438-

Detention of salved property

439-

Disposal of detained property

440-

Voluntary agreement

441-

Limitation of time for salvage proceedings

Chspter 3
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442-

Occurence of shipping casualties

443-

Investigations into accidents

444-

Powers of court of investigation to inquire
into charges

445-

Powers of court as to evidence & regulations
of proceedings

446“

Power of Minister to direct inquiry into

182

charges of inccmpetency or misconduct
447-

Examination of witnesses

448-

Power to arrest witnesses and enter ships

4 4 9

-

Power

to

commit

for

trial

&

hand

over

witnesses
450- Report by court to Government
451- Power of court as to certificates
452- Power of court as to censure master, mate or
engineer,
453- Power of court to remove master and appoint new
master,
454- Delivery of Togolese certificate cancelled or
suspended,
455- Effect of cancellation or suspension of
certificate,
456- Suspended certificate not to be endorsed,
457- Power of Government to cancel or suspend other
certif icates,
458- Preliminary inquiries into casualties
a- Appointment of officer
b- Powers as to enquiry
459-

Formal investigation into casualties
a- Commission of officer
b- Appointment of court
c- Investigation by request

460-

Duties of court of investigations

461-

Assessors

462-

Copy of report to holder of certificate

463-

Re-hearing & appeal
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J Llmitstjon o f LiabiJjty

Chapter '1

Liability

A6A-

Division of liability

A65-

Joint & several liability

A66—

Right of contribution

A67-

EKtended meaning of owners
Llmltstjan af 2Isbl J1 ty

CPspter

ASS-

Def initions

A69-

Subsequent variations

A70-

Right to limit liability

A71-

Amount of limitation

1

CM

Foreign ship measurement

A73-

Liability of owners limited

A7A-

Power to consolidate claims

A75-

Extention of limitation

A76-

Limitation for dock & harbour owners

A77-

Protection against legal

proceedings

by

the

establishment of limitations fund
A78-

Limitation of liability without establishment
of a limitation fund

A79-

Release of ship with security

ASO-

Special ships & special liability limits

Pairt ,ri

General S p<srt2cL(Ji3r i3ver<3ge

Chapter J

&ener<3J

ASl-

Def initions

AS2-

Conditions to claim general average
ISA-

483"

General average sacrifice

Chapter i?

Expends ture 3 cantrSbutSan

484-

Contribution of ship, cargo & freight

485-

Exceptions to contribution

486-

General average expenditure

C/7iSpter JT

AdjuBtments,

disputes S

srbStrstSans

487-

Assessment of contributions

488-

Jurisdiction

489-

Enf orcement

490-

Duty of master

491-

Time limit

fieri time Liens

Pert XII

Cbepter ■J

fieri time liens S other cJeims on
ship

492-

Secured claims

493-

Ranking of claims

494-

Attachment of liens

495-

Right for retention

496-

Time limit & exemption to time limit

497-

Exemption from arrest, detention & seizure &
forfeiture

498-

Notice of proceedings

499-

Sale of ship
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Liens on csrgo
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500“

Claims

501-

Ranking of claims

502-

Termination of liens

503-

Liability in delivery & holding liened cargo

Part XIII

Liability for Pollution

504-

General

505-

Def initions
a- Administrator
b- Analyst
c~ Assessor
d- Discharge
e- Fund
f- In bulk
g- Oi 1
h- Owner
i- Pollutant
j- Pollution prevention officer
k- Chemicals

506-

Damages caused by leakage, discharge or
throwing over board of oil, dangerous material
or any other pollutant

507-

Appointment of pollution prevention officer

508-

Powers of the pollution prevention officer

509-

Assistance to pollution prevention officer

510-

Obstruction to pollution prevention officer

511-

Responsibility for damages & expenses

512-

Certificates evidencing compliance with rules
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513-

Claims for damages & expenses

514-

Recovery of claims

515-

Liability of ship owner

516-

Limitation of liability

517-

Exemption of liability

518-

Amounts directly recoverable

519-

Persons entitled to olaim against insurance or
bond.

Cfy^pter J

Lj/vjtatlon f u n d

520-

Establishment of limitation fund

521-

Preportionment & SDR

522-

Arrest or attachment

523-

Guarantees for oil carriage

524-

Contribution to fund

525-

Interest to be credited to fund

526-

Appointment of administrator

527-

Duties & powers of administrator

528-

Proceedings & court procedures

529-

Conditions preceding

530-

Assessment of losses

531-

Binding effect in fund countries

532-

Of fences

533—

Seizure of ship

judgement

#
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A/^rj/7e Insuranae

Chapter J

534-

General

Definitions

Chapter 2

Contract

535 —

Conditions & formation

536-

Obligations of the assured

537-

Obligations of the insured

Chapter G

538-

o f affreightment

Subject matter Insured

Subject matter insured

Chapter 4

Perils Ins u re d agaljist S peril.
excluded

539-

Perils of sea

540-

Perils not defined

541-

Excluded losses

Chapter S

Indemnity S payment

542-

fJetermination of indemnity

543-

Claims

544-

Disputes
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Praaecfi/tJana d Penal ties

Part .n-'

545-

Recovery of fines

548-

Offences & penalties

547-

Procedure

548-

Appeal

549-

Limitation of time

550-

Jurisdiction

551-

Special provision regarding punishment

552-

Powers to detain foreign ships which
occasioned damage

553-

Powers to enforce detention of ships

554-

Offences by companies

555-

Offences at sea or abroad

556”

Depositions received when witness not produced

557-

Inquiries into oauses of death

558-

Evidence, service of documents & declarations

559-

Levy of wages by distress of moveable property
of ship

560-

Notice to consular representative

561-

Application of fines

Supplemental

Part ..rf<7

562-

Stevedores & trimmers

563-

Powers for re-inforcing compliance with act

564-

Powers of persons authorised to investigate
etc.

565 “- Protection of persons acting under this act
566-

Powers to prescribe alternative fittings, etc.

567-

Exemption of public ships , foreign & national
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56S-

Pawers to make rules & regulations

569-

Transitional provisions

57D-

Power to constitute committees

to

rules, regulations & scales of fees
571-

Removal of dificulties

F a r t X i-'II

Fepeals S Savings

572-

Repeals

573-

Savings
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Convention No. 147.
Convention, 1976.

Merchant Shipping (Minimum Standards)

CONVENTION CONCERNING mUIMUK STANIARDS IN
MERCHANT SHIPS
Date of entry into force: 28 November 1981
Article 1
1. Except aa otherwiae provided in this Article, thia
Convention appliea to every aea-going ahip, Aether publicly or
privately owned, which ia engaged in the tranaport of cargo or
paaaengera for the'purpose of trade or is employed for any other
commercial purpose.
2. National laws or regulations shall determine %dien ships
are to be regarded aa sea-going ships for the purpose of this'
Convention.
5. Ihis Convention applies to sea-going tugs.
4. This Convention does not apply to (a) ships primarily propelled by sail, whether or not they are
fitted with auxiliary engines;
(b)

ships engaged in fishing or in ^dialing or in sAniiar pursuits;

(c) noall vessels and vessels such as oil rigs and drilling
platforms when not engaged in navigation, the decision as to
which vessels are covered by this subparagraph to be taken by
the competent authority in each country in consultation with
the most representative organisations of shipowners and
seafarers.

1*?1

5. Nothing in thia Convention lAall be deemed to extend the
scope of the Conventiono referred to in the Appendix to this
Convention or of the provisionB contained therein.
Article 2
Each Member %ihich ratifies this Convention undertakes (a) to have laws or regulations laying down, for ships registered
in its territory (1) safety standards, including standards of competency,
hours of work and manning, so as to ensure the safety
of life on board ship;
(ii) appropriate social security measures; and
(ill) shipboard conditions of employment and shipboard living
arrangements, in so far as these, in the opinion of the
Member, are not covered by collective agreements or
laid down by competent courts in a manner equally
binding on the shipowners and seafarers concerned;
and to satisfy itself that the provisions of such laws and
regulations are substantially equivalent to the Conventions
or Articles of Conventions referred to in the Appendix to this
Convention, in so far as the Member is not otherwise bound to
give effect to the Conventions in question;
(b) to exercise effective jurisdiction or control over ships which
are registered in its territory in respect of (i) safety standards, including standards of competency,
hours of work and manning, prescribed by national laws
or regulations;
(li) social security measures prescribed by national laws or
regulations;
(iii) shipboard conditions of employment and shipboard living
arrangements prescribed by national laws or regulations,
or laid down by competent courts in a manner equally
binding on the shipowners snd seafarers concerned;
(c) to satisfy Itself that measures for the effective control of
other shipboard conditions of employment and living arrange
ments, where it has no effective jurisdiction, are agreed
between shipowners or their organisations and seafarers'
organisations constituted in accordance with the substantive
provisions of the treedom of Association and Protection of the
Right to Organise Convention, 19A8, and the Ri^t to Organise
and Collective Rargaining Convention, 1949;
(d) to ensure that (i) adequate procedures - subject to over-all supervision
by the competent authority, after tripartite consultation
amongst that authority and the representative organisa
tions of shipowners and seafarers where appropriate exist for the engagement of seafarers on ships
registered in its territory and for the Investigation of
CMsplaints arising in that connection;
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(11) adequate procedures - subject to over-all supervision by
the competent authority, after tripartite consultation
amongst that authority and the representative organisations
of shipowners and seafarers whsre appropriate - e:(lst for
the Investigation of any complaint made In connection with
and, If possible, at the time of the engagement In Its
territory of seafarers of Its own nationality on ships
registered in a foreign country, and that such complaint
as well as any complaint made in connection with and.
If possible, at the time of the engagement in its
territory of foreign seafarers on ships registered in a
foreign country, is promptly reported by its competent
authority to the competent authority of the country in
which the ship Is registered, with a copy to the DirectorGeneral of the International Labour Office;
(e) to ensure that seafarers employed on ships registered in its
territory are properly qualified or trained for the duties for
which they are engaged, due regard being had to the Vocational
training (Seafarers; Recommendation, 1970;
(f) to verify by inspection or other appropriate means that ships
registered in its territory comply with applicable international
labour Conventions in force which it has ratified, with the
laws and regulations required by subparagraph (a) of this
Article and, as may be appropriate under national law, with
applicable collective agreements;
(g) to hold an official inquiry into any serious marine casualty
involving ships registered in its territory, particularly those
involving injury and/or lose of life, the final report of such
inquiry normally to be made public.
Article 3
Any Member which has ratified this Convention shall, in so far
as practicable, advise its nationals on the possible problems of
signing on a ship registered in a State which has not ratified the
Convention, until it is satisfied that standards equivalent to
those fixed by this Convention are being applied. Measures taken
by the ratifying State to this effect shall hot be in contradiction
with the principle of free movement of mricers stipulated by the
treaties to which the two States concezned may be parties.
Article 4
1. If a Member which has ratified this Convention and in whose
port a ship calls in the normal course of its business or for
operational reasons receives a complaint or obtains evidence that
the ship does not conform to the standards of this Convention,
after it has come into force, it may prepare a report addressed to
the government of the country in which the ship is registered, with
a copy to the Director-General of the International labour Office,
and may take measures necessary to rectify any conditions on board
which are clearly hasardous to safety or health.
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2. In talcing auch aeasures, the Member ahall forthwith
notify the nearest maritime, consular or diplomatic representative
of the flag state and shall, if possible, have such representative
present. It shall not unreasonably detain or delay the hhip.
3. f o r the purpose of this Article, "complaint* means
information submitted by a member of the crew, a professional body,
an association, a trade union or, generally, any person with an
interest in the safety of the ship, including an Interest in safety
or health hazards to its crew.
Article 5
1. Xhls Convention is open to the ratification of Members
which (a) are parties to the International Convention for the Safety of
Life at Sea, 1960, or the International Convention for the
Safety of I<ife at Sea, 1974 or any Convention subsequently
revising these Conventions; and
(b) are parties to the International Convention on load lines,
1966, or any Convention subsequently revising that Convention;
and
(c) are parties to, or have implemented the provisions of, the
Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea of I960, or the
Convention on the International Regulations for Preventing
Collisions at Sea, 1972, or any Convention subsequently
revising these international instruments.
2. This Convention is further open to the ratification of any
Member which, on ratification, undertakes to fulfil the requirements
to idilch ratification is made subject by paragraph 1 of this Article
and irtilch are not yet satisfied.
3. She formal ratifications of this Convention shall be
commimicated to the Director-General of the International Labour
Office for registration.
Appendix
Minimum Age Convention, 1973 (Ho. 138), or.
Minimum Age (Sea) Convention (Revised), 1936 (No. 58), or
Minimum Age (Sea) Convention, 1920 (Mo. 7);
Shipowners' Liability (Sick and Injured Seamen) Convention, 1936
(No. 55), or
Sickness Insurance (Sea) Convention. 1936 (No. 56), or
Medical Care and Sickness Benefits Convention, 1969 (No. 130);
Medical Examination (Seafarers) Convention, 1946 (No. 73);
Prevention of Accidents (Seafarers) Convention, 1970 (No. 134)
(Articles 4 and 7);
Accommodation of Crews Convention (Revised), 1949 (No. 92),
Pood and Catering (Ships' Crews) Convoition, 1946 (No. 68)(Artiele 5)
Officers' Competency Certificates (Convention, 1936 (No. 53)
(Articles 3 and 4)^;
Seamen's Articles of Agreement Convention, 1926 (No. 22);
Repatriation of Seamen Convention, 1926 (No. 23);
Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right to Organise
Convention, 1948 (No. 87);
Right to Organise and Collective Bargaining Convention, 1949 (No. 98)
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